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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Background

Between 25-30% of all scientists and engineers who

influence research and development in the United States are

employed by the Department of Defense (10:97). In addition,

"over half of the approximately $40 billion spent in the

United States each year on research and development comes

from the federal government. Of this, national defense ac-

counts for more than half /_10:97/."

Research and development projects within the Depart-

ment of Defense are initiated by the users in the field,

scientists outside the Department of Defense as well as sci-

entists within the Department of Defense. The basic purposes

behind this research and development are (17:350; 27:18);

1. Development of new weapon systems to counter new

threats.

2. Development of new weapon systems to counter ex-

isting threats.

3. Development of new uses for existing weapon sys-

tems.

4. Improvement in the quality of existing weapon

systems.

.1
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5. Reduction of costs for supporting an existing wea-

pon system.

6. Elimination of difficulties associated with the

. production or use o" a weapon system.

A research project is-initiated to accomplish one of

the above purposes and can be viewed as a formal approach to

achieving that purpose. The research project may be simple

and require only one engineer, a few thousand dollars and a

couple of months to accomplish; or it might be complex and

require many people spanning several functions, at a cost of

millions of dollars and spanning several years (27:231).

"The objective of a project can be to develop hardware, to

verify by testing, to carry out feasibility studies, or to

investigate technical problems, among other aims. The pro-

ject can solve a narrow problem or advance the state of the

art. It can involve many or few knowns or unknowns, constant

or variable, or combination of these /_27:231/."

To achieve the objective of any research project, the

basic steps of research and development must be performed.'

In addition, several iterations of each step may be required

before a final weapon system is designed and put into produc-

tion. The basic research and development steps are (17:357):

1. Thinking and visualization
2. Accumulation of information
3. Development of conceptual alternatives
4. Engineering exploration or feasibility
5. Reference design
6. Analytical investigation
7. Specification, construction, and test of materials,

components, breadboards, and mock-ups
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8. Drawings and initial engineering specifications
9. Construction of developmental models

10. Test of development models
11. Drawing and specifications of prototypes
12. Construction of prototypes
13. Test of prototypes
14. Conbtruction of field test models
15. Field test
16. Final production design
17. Modification of design due to user or production

problems.

Research and development has a higher degree of cost,

schedule, and performance risk than does production. This is

due to the following (14:3):

a) Research and development have many unknowns,

b) Research and development have little historical

cost, schedule and technical data, and

c) The tasks and subtasks of research and develop-

ment consist primarily of design and testing.

To track these inherent risks in research and develop-

ment, proper management control must be exercised by the pro-

ject engineer. However, "Control and responsive action are

often difficult in R&D because assessments of progress are

generally inaccurate. The intangible nature of work makes

the appraisal of accomplishment in relation to dollar and

time expenditures subjective /77:310-3117." Roman (27:362-

363) goes on to say:

Control involves the correlation of functional acti-
vities in an integrated reporting system which is accur-
ate, objective, fast, and action directed. To be effec-
tive, control must give management early warning of var-
iance from plans. If these are detected quickly enough,
corrective action can be taken before resources have been
over-expended to the point of impairing program objectives.
Essentially, control includes the assessment and inter-

3



relating of these critical factors, examined in total
perspectives; (1) actual performance compared with plan-
ned. (2) The schedule of accomplishment, and (3) expen-
di,ures in relation to accomplishment.

To insure that cost, schedule, and performance data

recieved from the contractor on major government contracts

meet the needs of project managers, the Department of Defense

(DOD) adopted a set of control criteria which all major DOD

contractors' management systems must meet. These criteria

are discussed in detail in Air Force System Command Pamphlet

173-5 "Cost/Schedule Control Systems Criteria Joint Imple-

mentation Guide.. The criteria deal with the contractor's

procedure for organizing work and people, planning & budget-

ing, accounting, analysis of data, and revisions of plans.

The Work Breakdown Structure is the visible frame-

work which ties the criteria together. MIL-STD-881A (32:2)

defines a Work Breakdown Structure as:

A product-oriented family tree composed of hardware,
services and data which result from project engineering
effort during the development and production of a defense
material item, and which completely defines the project/
program. A WES displays and defines the product(s) to
be developed or produced and relates the elements of work
to be accomplished to each other and to the end product.

A more in-depth discussion of a Work Breakdown Structure can

be found in Chapter Three.

The Work Breakdown Structure facilitates planning,

budgeting, monitoring, and controlling the progress of the

work, resources allocation, cost estimates, expenditures, and

technical performance. The Work Breakdown Structure, as

a management tool, provides the common integrating thread be-

4



tween the Statement of Work, specifications, contract line

items, contract end items, technical and management reports,

and configuration control data (31:1).

MIL-STD-881A provides guidance on the preparation and

use of Work 'Breakdown Structures. This standard establishes

requirements and guidance that is applied to, and geared for,

DOD acquistions that occur during the latter stages of re-

search and development and during the production phase of

major weapon systems. However, virtually no guidance is pro-

vided on establishing a Work Breakdown Structure for manage-

ment control of research and development during the early

stages of conceptualism and design. In addition, J. Fla-

herty (21:18) goes on to say:

For cost analysis a weakness of the existing methods
of development of the WBS is that the primary problems
of weapon system cost estimating are in the early stages
of system development and most of the current work in WBS
is done during the latter stages of system development.

Problem Statement

Little guidance is provided to the laboratory project

manager on the development of a Work Breakdown Structure for

management control of Exploratory Development Research. Ex-

ploratory Development Research is further discussed in Chap-

ter Three.

Obi ect4-vas

The primary objective of this thesis is to develop a

.4



model of a Work Breakdown Structure that can be used by lab-

* oratory project managers to control Exploratory Dgvelopment

Research. Secondary objectives are to:

1. Identify characteristics of Exploratory Develop-

ment Research that influence management control.

2. Identify the type.of structures -currently being

used by laboratory project managers to monitor and control

Exploratory Development work units.

3. Identify the process a project manager goes

through to develop the current structures used to monitor

Exploratory Development work.

Hypothesis

The single hypothesis in this thesis is that a common

structure for management control of Exploratory Development

Research can be found within the laboratories and this common

structure can be used to establish a model of a Work Break-

down Structure for use within the laboratories.

Format of Thesis

Chapter Two discusses the methodology used to collect

and analyze the data required to determine an appropriate

model to be used in developing a Work Breakdown Structure for

Exploratory Development Research. The scope of the effort

is discussed, which includes identifying sources for the

literature review, the laboratories and government contrac-

- 6



tors participating in the study, data-gathering methods, the

experience criteria established for selecting laboratory pro-

Ject managers to be interviewed, and the sample size. Th4

interview questions and their relationship to the thesis ob-

jectives are discussed in detail. Finally, the chapter iden-

tifies limitations of the research effort.

In-depth discussion of Work Breakdown Structure is

presented in Chapter Three. The chapter will cover the de-

finition of a Work Breakdown Structure, the different types

of Work Breakdown Structures, Air Force policy toward Work

Breakdown Structures and the uses of Work Breakdown Struc-

tures. I will also briefly discuss the different research

categories.

In Chapter Four the responses to the interview ques-

tions are analyzed and the results discussed. The full text

of each response is presented in Appendix B, while'summary

tables of the responses are included in Chapter Four. The

interview responses are related to the hypothesis and re-

search questions.

In the final chapter, Chapter Five, major conclusions

drawn from the research effort are presented. Based upon

these conclusions a model Work Breakdown Structure is recom-

mended for use by project engineers to monitor and control

Exploratory Development Research projects. The Work Break-

down Structure presented is based upon the authors own opin-

ion and recommendations provided by the project engineers

interviewed.

A.



CHAPTER 2

METHODOLOGY

This chapter discusses the methodology used to col-

lect and analyze the d .a required to determine the appro-

priate model to be used in developing a Work Breakdown

Structure for an Exploratory Development Research project.

* The chapter is broken into four parts: scope of effort; ra-.

' tional for the interview questions; data analysis; and the

limitations of the research effort. The scope of the effort

identifies sources for the literature review, laboratories

and government contractors participating in the study, the

research data gathering methods, the sample size, and the

experience criteria established for selecting laboratory

project managers to be interviewed.

Scope

A two-fold data collection method was used to deter-

mine the Work Breakdown Structure model for an Exploratory

Development Research project. The first method was a struc-

tual personal interview of selected laboratory project man-

agers and government contractors. The interview was design-

ed to determine characteristics of Exploratory Development

Research and to review current management control systems

that could be used to develop an appropriate Work Breakdown

8



Structure for management control of research projects. The

second data collection method was to review individual State-

ments of Work and identify the format structures used. From

these formats develop a structure suitable for modeling'a

Work Breakdown Structure to be used in Exploratory Develop-

ment Research.

The interview, consisting of the twelve questions

found in Appendix A, was developed mainly to be used while

interviewing laboratory project managers.

Two other methods were considered for data gathering

prior to choosing the interview method. The first method

was to investigate current Work Breakdown Structures and

Statements of Work of Exploratory Development contracts and

to analyze them for commonality. This commonality would

then be used to develop a model Work Breakdown Structure for

Exploratory*Development contracts. This method was rejected

for two reasons. First, after reviewing several project

case files it was discovered that none of the contracts had

a formal Work Breakdown Structure. Secondly, it was decided

that only reviewing the Statements of Work there would be

insufficient guidance to determine the process the engineer

went through while developing a Statement of Work.

The second method considered was the use of a ques-

tionnaire for data gathering. Two types of questionnaires

were considered. The first type required respondents to

choose between several alternatives; the second type requi-

9



red the respondent to write-in their own responses. The

prime reason for rejecting the first type was due to its in-

herent lack of flexibility. Due to the nature of the subject

for this research, the project manager, for lack of a suit-

able choice, could be forced into choosing an alternative

that did not apply. The second type was ruled-out because

of the time constraints faced by most project managers.

Also, due to the nature of questionnaires they would not have

encouraged an open exchange of ideas.

Therefore, the interview method was chosen as the

most acceptable method of data collection. It did not force

the program manager to choose between alternatives and allow-

ed the researcher to concentrate on those areas where the

program manager was able to add the most insight. In addi-

tion to the interviews, individual Statements of Work for

Exploratory Development contracts were reviewed to determine

a suitable Work Breakdown Structure model. Access to these

Statements of Work were provided by the individual procure-

ment offices for each laboratory.

The laboratories selected fot this research were the

Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories, consisting of

the Avionics Laboratory, Aero Propulsion Laboratory, Flight

Dynamics Laboratory and Materials Laboratory, all are located

at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. The laboratories

were chosen primarily on the basis of their work in the Ex-

ploratory Developurent.field and their proximity to the Air

10
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Force Institute of Technology. The government contractors

were General Electric, located at Evandale, Ohio; and Rock-

well International, located at Columbus, Ohio. These con

tractors were selected on the basis of their experience with

government research projects and their proximity to the Air

Force Institute of Technology.

The single hypothesis to be verified in this study

is that a Work Breakdown Structure model for Exploratory

Development Research can be developed. Since there is vir-

tually no guidance on developing a Work Breakdown Structure

along any other'line'then.the product/hardware orientation

the project manager currently must rely almost entirely upon

his/her own experience to structure his/her program in a way

that will facilitate management control of Exploratory Re-

search. Therefore, it was felt for this research that a min-

imal insight could be obtained from inexperienced program

managers. Based upon this assumption, only those managers

with a specfic level of experience were interviewed. The

following criteria qualified a project manager as experienced

1. A grade or equivalent grade of GS-11 or above.

2. At least five years experience as a program

-. manager.

3. Must have worked on Exploratory Development

Research projects.

A total of fourteen project managers were interview-

ed. Table 2-! contains a breakout of the number of managers

11



TABLE 2-1: Interview Per Laboratory

Laboratory Number

Avionics 2

Aero Propulsion 3

Flight Dynamics 5

Materials

TOTAL 14

12



interviewed at each lab. Also, one person was interviewed

from each of the contractors. Since the nature of some of

the interview questions required more than one or two word

answers, the interview questions were electronically record-

ed with a cassette tape recorder. All project managers and

contractor personel were asked for permission to record the

interviews prior to their start. In addition, all interviews

were conducted in the project manager's/contractor's office.

* Prior to the development of interview questions a

literature search was conducted to gather backgroud informa-

tion. The following sources were consulted to gather infor-

mation on research being conducted in the area of Work Break,

down Structure: Defense Technical Information Center (DTIC);

Defense Logistics Studies Information Exchange (DLSIE); Air

University Library Index to Military Periodicals; Readers

Guide to Periodical Literature; RAND; and HQ Air Force Sys-

tems Command. The literature search found very little on

Work Breakdown Structures. Almost all the information found

on Work Breakdown Structures came from DTIC and DLSIE. In

addition, all the information-.retrieved from DTIC was found

through DLSIE, but not all the information found through

DLSIE was contained in DTIC. After conducting the interviews

a post-literature search was conducted in the area of manage-

ment control of research and development. This information

was used to help analyze the data gathered during the inter-

views.

13



Interview Questions

The interview questions were divided into three gener-

al categories. The first category of questions were used to

determine if the program manager met the experience criteria

outlined in the scope of the effort. The second category of

questions were used to gather data to determine some of the

characteristics of Exploratory Development Research. Finally,

the third category of questions were used to determine the sch-

matic contents of a Work Breakdown Structure for Exploratory

Development and the methodology used to develop that structure.

Questions 1 through 3 provided demograhpic data on

the experience level of the project managers interviewed. De-

finitions for the R&D categories of research can be found in

Chapter Three. Laboratory research can usually be classified

under one of the R&D categories. As discussed earlier, pro-

ject managers must rely upon their own experience to structure

their work. Therefore, only those managers with a specific

level of experience could provide the insight needed to deter-

mine an appropriate Work Breakdown Structure model for manage-

ment control of Exploratory Development Research.

Questions 4 through 6 provided data on characteris-

tics of Exploratory Development Research. The quesions asked

the project manager to classify his/her projects according

to the type of work being performed, the end result of the

work and the average dollar value of the work. These Ques-

tions were designed to address the first of the secondary

14



objectives: Identify characteristics of Exploratory Develop-

ment Research that influence management development. Projects

classified as studies deal with the development of a new con-

cept or a variation of an old concept and usually results in

a final report or test samples. For the purpose of this

thesis hardware projects are defined as those items which are

a fabricated component, such as an integrated circuit or lab-

boratory test equipment. Test oriented work units usually

consist of projects where a component or several components

are subject to enviromental testing. Finally, software de-

velopment is defined as those work units whose end items is

the delivery of a set of computer codes. The structure need-

ed to manage research projects is greatly influenced by the

characteristics of the work. Therefore, these questions pro-

vide the insight needed to determine the form, the level of

detail and the uses of a Work Breakdown Structure in Explora-

tory Development Research.

Questions 7 through 9 were designed to determine the

type of structures currently being used by project managers

to monitor and control their work units. Therefore, the

purpose of these questions was to address the second of the

secondary objectives: Identify the type of structures cur-

rently being used by laboratory project managers to monitor

and control Exploratory Development work units. Since none

of the project managers interviewed during preliminary data

gathering used a formal Work Breakdown Structure, questions

15
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referencing Work Breakdown Structures were modified to refer-

ence the Statements of Work along with the Work Breakdown

Structure. It was felt that the format used to structure

the requirements section of the Statements of Work could be

used to develop an appropriate Work Breakdown Structure model

for Exploratory Development Research.

Questions 10 through 12 were designed to stimulate

an open discussion of the process the project manager goes

through to develop a Work Breakdown Structure/Statements of

Work. It was during this discussion that the project manag-

er had the opportunity to express what he felt were the pri-

mary factors to be considered and also the potential useful-

ness of a Work Breakdown Structure for management control of

Exploratory Development Research.

Data Analysis

Responses to the interview questions are presented

in Appendix B. For those questions requiring a single word

or numeric answer, responses are presented in tabular form.

While, questions requiring an in-depth answer the responses

are presented in textual form. All interview responses a-

long with the post-literative search and the review of State-

ments of Work for Exploratory Development Contracts were tab-

ulated and compared to:

1) Identify characteristics of Exploratory Develop-

ment Research,
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2) Identify the type of structure used by laboratory

projct managers to monitor and control Exploratory Develop-

ment Research,

3) Identify the process laboratory managers go'

through to develop structures used to monitor Exploratory

Development projects.

Finally, based upon the results of the analysis a Work

Breakdown Structure model is proposed for use in controlling

Exploratory Development Research .rojects. The results of

the analysis is presented in Chapter Four.

Limitations

Limitations with regards to the scope of the research

effort and the methodology by which the data was collected

and analyzed are discussed in the following paragraphs.

This study was not an attempt to arrive at a univer-

sal Work Breakdown Structure that would be applicable to all

research projects within Air Force laboratories, nor was the

objective to solve all of managements' control problems.

It must be realized that each laboratory has a unique mis-

sion and therefore different procedures and guidelines for

accomplishing that mission. After concluding the interviews

it became apparent that the mission even varied between the

divisions within the laboratory. Since only the laborator-

ies at AFWAL were used in the study, the technique used by

other Air Force laboratories were not taken into considera-
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tion. Even though the missions varied between laboratories

and the divisions within them, there was a high degree of

commonality in their procedures used to accomplish their mis-

sions. Thebefore, this thesis effort was meant only to de-

velop a model that could be used for tailoring Work Break-

down Structures to the individual needs of the program man-

agers.

The second limitation concerns the method used to

gather the research data. As discussed, earlier, the use of

a questionnaire was rejected because of its inherent lack of

flexibility in collecting non-statistical cata. Therefore,

the interview method was chosen because of its distinct ad-

vantage of being flexible. However, one distinct disadvan-

tage of interviews lies in the diversity of response. Thus,

some of the responses cannot be grouped into clear-cut cate-

gories from which general observations can be derived. For

example, what process does an engineer go through to develop

a Work Breakdown Structure or Statement of Work. The answer

to this question varied from a few words to several paragraphs.

Obviously, with so many varied answers only the most general

conclusions can be drawn. In addition, the time consuming

nature of the interviews (30-45 minutes) precluded sampling

a large number of project managers.

The final limitation concerns the interview method

itself. As mentioned earlier the majority of the interviews

were electronically recorded on a cassette tape recorder.
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Due to problems with the tape recorder some responses to

interview questions were lost. Therefore, the researcher

either omitted that response from the analysis or relied up-

on notes that were taken during the interviewb. In addition,

several questions were added to'the interview process toward

the end of the data collection. The analysis of these ques-

tions did not include responses from all the project managers

interviewed.
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CHAPTER 3

WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURES

This chapter provides an in-depth discussion of a

Work Breakdown Structure as defined by MIL-STD-881A. The

different types of Work Breakdown Structures and the uses of

a Work Breakdown Structure will be covered. The use of Work

Breakdown Structures in Air Force research and developing is

increasing. The different types of research within the Air

Force will be presented in this chapter.

MIL-STD-881A (32:2) defines a Work Breakdown Struc-

ture as:

..A product-oriented family tree composed of hard-
ware: /_software/, services and data which result from
project engineering efforts during the development and
production of a defense material item, and which com-
pletely defines the pro ject/program. A WBS displays
and defines the product(s) to be developed or produced
and relates the elements of work to be accomplished to
each other and to the end product.

The three important concepts to remember from the a-

bove definition is that the Work Breakdown Structure:

1. Is a product-oriented family tree composed of

hardware, software, and other work tasks.

2. Completely defines the project/program.

3. Relates elements of work to each other and to

the end product.

Figure 3-1 shows the basic organization of a Work
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FIGURE 3-1

Work Breakdown Structure Organization
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Breakdown Structure. For a major weapon system program, the

upper three levels of the Work Breakdown Structure are com-

posed of work elements defined in the appendixes of MIL-STD-

881A. Level 1 is defined as the entire defense material item

being procured. A defense materiel item is any system us-

ually established as an integral program element or associ-

ated with a project within a program element, for example:

Minuteman ICBM system, B-lB aircraft system, or Maverick

missle system. The major elements of the defense material

item comprises level 2 or the Work Breakdown Structure, for

example: An air vehicle, a space vehicle, an aggregation of

services, data. Finally, level 3 of the Work Breakdown

Structure is the components subordinate to the level 2 major

elements, for example: An airframe, a propulsion unit, a

type of service, or an item of data. Any extension of the

Work Breakdown Structure below level 3 is performed by the

contractor. The contractor extends to the Work Breakdown

Structure to the lowest levels needed to fully define and

manage the contract.

The upper three levels of the Work Breakdown Struc-

ture has been organized within the following seven categories

of defense material items:

1. Aircraft Systems
2. Electronics
3. Missle Systems
4. Ordnance
5. Ship
6. Space
7. Surface Vehicle
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MIL-STD-881A provides a Summary Work Breakdown Structure and

definitions of the elements within the Summary Work Break-

down Structure for each of the seven categories of defense

material items. An example of a Sumiary Work Breakdown

Structure and definitions can be located in Appendix D.

There are four basic types of Work Breakdown Struc-

tures defined in MIL-STD-881A.

1) The Summary Work Breakdown Structure is com-

prised of the upper three levels of a Work Breakdown Struc-

ture for one of the defense material items. The Summary

Work Breakdown Structure can simply be found in the

appendixes of MIL-STD-881A. That is, the seven major cate-

gories of defense material items comprise all the Summary

Work Breakdown Structures.

2) The Project Summary Work Breakdown Structure is

a Work Breakdown Structure that has been tailored to meEt

the needs of the program manager. The Work Breakdown Struc-

ture has been tailored by selecting those elements from one

or more of the Summary Work Breakdown Structures that meet

the needs of the program manager. If the elements of the

Summary Work Breakdown Structure are insufficient because of

unique configurations or other special features of the pro-

ject, the program manager can add or substitute Work Break-

down Structures to make up the Project Summary Work Break-

down Structures.

3) The Contract Work Breakdown Structure is the
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Project Summary Work Breakdown Structure elements contracted

by the program manager plus the extension of the Project Sum-

mary Work Breakdown Structure by the contractor to its lowest

levels. Therefore, the Contract Work Breakdown Structure

portrays all the products and work that has to be done to

accomplish a specific contract.

4) The Project Work Breakdown Structure is the com-

plete Work Breakdown Structure for the project. It contains

all the Work Breakdown Structure elements related to the de-

velopment, modification, and/or production of a defense mat-

erial item. The Project Work Breakdown Structure is devel-

oped by merging all the various Contract Work Breakdown

Structures with the Project Summary Work Breakdown Structures.

The use of a Work Breakdown Structure is mandatory

for the following types of projects (32:1);

1. All defense material items (or major modifica-

tions) being established as an integral program element of

the 5-year defense program (FYDP),

"* 2. All defense material items (or major modifica-

tions) being established as a project within an aggregated

program element where the project is estimated to exceed

$10 million in RDT&E financing, and

3. All production follow-on or (1) and (2) above.

The Work Breakdown Structure may be used for the research,

development, and/or production of any project at the dis-

cretion of the project manager.
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Air Force policy on the development and application

of Work Breakdown Sturctures encourages the project manager

to "tailor a preliminary project WBS for each program or pro-

ject entering a validation, full scale development, or pro-

duction phase / 1:1I." Using the preliminary Project Work

Breakdown Structure, the project can develop the preliminary

Contract Work Breakdown Structure and prepare the individual

Statements of Work. The project manager should tailor the

preliminary Project Work Breakdown Structure using the ele-

ments from the categories provided in MIL-STD-881A. This is

to establish a degree of unity between Work Breakdown Struc-

tures. The project manager may substitute elements if the

Work Breakdown Structure elements in MIL-STD-881A "are in-

appropriate, require modification, or if new elements are

needed /3I:f /." Air Force policy requires the use of a sin-

gle Work Breakdown Structure on each project, program, and

contract. Contractors are encouraged to use a single Con-

tract Work Breakdown Structure and to up date it as addition-

al system definition is accomplished.

A Work Breakdown Structure provides a consistant and

visible framework that facilitates (31:2):

* 1. Planning
2. Assigning responsibilities
3. Monitoring and Controlling the status of

a) Engineering efforts
b) Resource allocations
c) Cost estimates
d) Procurement actions
e) Expenditures
f) Cost/Schedule/Technical Performance
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4. Display and definition of the total system

5. Compatability among data requirements

The Work Breakdown Structure used as a management tool pro-

vides the common integrating thread between its elements,

other program or project management practices and products,

such as: Statements of Work; Contract line items and end

items; and technical and management reports (31:2). The

Work Breakdown Structure as a management tool is being used

by project managers in research and development at an in-

creasing rate.

Air Force research projects are divided into four

types of research.

Research (6.1)

Defense research is scientific study and experimen-
tation directed toward increasing knowledge and understand-
ing in those fields of the physical, engineering, environ-
mental, biological-medical, and behavioral-social sciences
related to long-term national security needs. It provides
fundamental knowledge for the solution of identified mili-
tary problems. It also furnishes part of the base for sub-
sequent exploratory and advanced development in defense-re-
lated technologies and of new or improved military function-
al capabilities in areas such as communications, detection,
tracking, surveillance, propulsion, mobility, guidance and
control, navigation energy conversion, materials and struc-
tures, and personnel support /7:12/.

Exploratory Development (6.2)

Includes all effort directed toward the solution of
broadly defined problems, short of major development programs,
with a view to developing and evaluating technical feasibi-
lity. This type of effort may vary from fairly fundamental
applied research to major subsystems / T:17/.
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Advanced Development (6.3)

Advance development is the extension of the concepts
created in exploratory development, along with known techno-
logical limitations, to create an operating prototype device
or process. The goal of this implementation is to demon-
strate technical feasibility of the concepts and to estab-
lish, by test, the operating parameters of the device or pro-
cess as well as to discover those gaps and limitations that
may require additional applied research or exploratory de-
velopment for the device or process to be completely success-
ful 11:143-14;/.

Engineering Development (6.4)

Engineering Development is the application of prac-
tical constraints such as economical requirements, manufac-
turability, limitations, field maintainability, and the like,
to the practical implementation of an objective that is well
defined in a conceptual and physical sense. The end purpose
of the engineering development phase is to produce a process
or device ready for full-scale production and field operation
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND FINDINGS

This chapter discusses the results and findings of

the interviews. Responses to the twelve interview questions

are analyzed and a summary of the results is presented. An

in-depth presentation of the responses to the interview ques-

tions can be found in Appendix B. The information presented

in this chapter is divided into four sections. The first

section deals with demographic data collected on each project

engineer to insure they met the experience criteria presented

in Chapter 2. Section two describes some characteristics of

Exploratory Development Research that affect the type of Work

Breakdown Structure needed for management control. The cur-

rent structures used by project engineers to manage their

work units is discussed in section three. Finally, section

four summarizes the process and primary factors of develop-

ing a Work Breakdown Structure/Statement of Work.

Demographics

The primary objective of this research is to present

a Work Breakdown Structure format that could be tailored by

the project engineer to fit his/her, particular research pro-

ject. Since there is little guidance on developing a Work
Breakdown Structure for Exploratory Development projects,
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the project engineer must rely on his/her, or other project

engineers, experience to structure his/her-program in a way

that will facilitate management control. Therefore, only

those engineers with a specific level of experience were in-

terviewed. A set of criteria was established to determine

whether the project engineer qualified as experienced.

The first criteria established that the project engi-

neer had to have a grade of GS-11 or above. Table 4-1 sum-

marizes the grade structures of the project engineers inter-

viewed. All the project engineers interviewed were recommend-

ed by their division or branch chief to participate in this

research study. The division and branch chiefs recommended

all civilians to be interviewed by the researcher. The four-

teen project engineers interviewed were evenly distributed

in grades. All the project engineers interviewed met the

first criteria established.

The second criteria required the project engineer to

have at least five years experience in program management.

Table 4-2 summarizes the program management experience of the

project engineers interviewed . Over sixty percent of the

engineers interviewed had at least twenty years experience

as a program manager. Only one project engineer had less

than ten years experience in program management. Those engi-

neers who are GS-12s have an average of 16.8 years as a pro-

gram manager. The project engineers with a grade of GS-13

have an average of 22.5 years in program management.
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Table 4-1; Program Engineer Grades

Percentage
of Total

Rank/Grade Responses Responses(%

GS-12 5 35.7

GS-1 3 4 28.6

GS-1 4 5, 35.7

TOTAL 14 100.0%
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Table 4-2: R&D Project Management Experience

Percentage
of Total

Years Responses Responses (%)

10 1 7.1

10-14 1 7.1

15-19 3 21.4

20-24 6 42.9

25-30 2 14.3

30 1 7.1

TOTAL 14 99-.99%*

GS-12 MEAN ( ) = 16.8 years

GS-13 Mean ( ) = 22.5 years

GS-14 MEAM (x) = 21.6 years

*Percentages do not sum to 100% due to rounding.
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All the project engineers interviewed met the second criteria.

To meet the final criteria used to determine the ex-

perience level of the project engineer, he/she must have

worked with Exploratory Development Research projects. Table

4-3 summaries the number of project engineers working in the

different research and development categories. All the pro-

ject engineers interviewed had some experience with Explora-

tory Development Research. Half the engineers interviewed

also had experience managing other categories of research

and development. Twenty-one percent have worked with Basic

Rasearch projects, while the other twenty-nine percent worked

with Advanced Development projects. Those engineers who have

experienced working with Basic Research are currently working

with Exploratory Development Research spend their time work-

ing with Advanced Development Research projects.

Characteristics

The reader should note that the example presented in

this section were provided by the project engineers interview-

ed. The examples do not encompass all the work being per-

formed within the laboratories

Project engineers working with Exploratory Develop-

ment Research encounter a wide variety of projects. The

projects range from studies and tests to software and hard

ware development. Table 4-4 summarizes the engineers' class-

ification of the projects they have worked on. Only 28.6
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Table 4-3: R&D Category

Percentage
R&D of Total

Category Responses Responses (%)

6.1-6.2 3 21.4

6.2 7 50.0

6.2-6.3 28.6

TOTAL 14 100.0%

The majority of respondents who managed combinations of

work units currently work primarily with Exploratory

Development (6.2) work units.
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percent of the engineers interviewed worked solely on study

projects, while the other 71.4 percent worked on a combina-

tion of study, hardware, software and testing projects.

The study projects were exploring a new concept or a

variation upon an old concept. An example of a study would

be exploring different tip treatments for aircraft blades to

prevent chipping. A natural continuation of this particular

study project would be to demonstrate the results of the

study by coating a section of an air.raft blade and perform-

ing structual tests. This demonstration of a concept, using

a small section of an aircraft, is classified by most project

engineers as hardware development. Hardware development us-

ually entails the building of a small piece of structure used

to demonstrate a new concept or to look at the application

of a new material or manufacturing process. The technology

developed with that piece of hardware is from a design anal-

ysis and fabrication point of view. Basically, the hardware

developed is not meant to be applied to any particular wea-

pon system, but to demonstrate a concept that can be used in

later stages of research and development. However, there is

a small portion of hardware development within the Explora-

tory Development Research field that results in a usable end

item. An example would be device development which takes an

architecture or algorithm and builds an integrated circuit

that can perform the algorithm. Another example is the de-

velopment of test equipment used within the laboratory and
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Table 4-4: Project Classifications

Percentage
of Total

Type Responses Responses (%)

Studies 4 28.6

Hardware 1 7.1

Studies/Hardware 7 50.0

Studies/Software/
Hardware/Test 2 14-3

TOTAL 14 100.0%
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in the field.

The deliverables underExploratory Development con-

tracts confirm the discussion on hardware projects. Those

project engineers working with hardware contracts reported

the normal deliverables under their contracts consisted of

technical reports, preliminary specifications, test plans,

specimens, panels or samples of coatings. The deliverables

for those hardware projects with an usuable end item were

mainly instrumentation and test equipment. Those projects

classified as studies had deliverables of final reports.

The majority of the work within Exploratory Develop-

ment field deal with the development of new concepts and the

demonstration of these new concepts. Those concepts are

demonstrated on small structual panels or sub-scale samples

and do not entail the fabrication of an usable end item.

The majority of the deliverables under these Exploratory De-

velopment projects are technical and final reports, test

specimens, test plans and preliminary specifications. There-

fore, a Work Breakdown Structure along the traditional hard-

ware orientation as presented in MIL-STD-881A is not appro-

priate for Exploratory Development Research. The Work Break-

down Structure for Exploratory Development Research projects

should follow the way the work is being performed to be a

meaningful management tool. Following sections will deal

with how the work is being structured within Exploratory De-

velopment Research.
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The final characteristics of Exploratory Development

Research to be discussed is the average dollar value of con-

tractual work units. Table 4-5 summarizes the project engi-

neers' response to the average dollar value of his ocntracts.

Approximately eighty-six percent of the engineers responding

reported their ocntracts average dollar value at less than

$1 million. Since the majority of contracts are low in value,

the project engineer does not need an in-depth Work Break-

down Structure to control and monitor their work. This

effects the type of Work Breakdown Structure needed. It also

influences the Work Breakdown Structure's level of detail.

Formats

The project engineers interviewed within the Air Force

Aeronautical Laboratorits use three formats to structure their

Statements of Work: Phase, Milestone, or Task. Table 4-6

summarizes how many project engineers used each format to

structure their work. The basic work being organized under

each of the different formats was the same. Since approxi-

mately eighty-six percent of the engineers used a phase type

format, it will be used to describe the work performed on a

typical Exploratory Development project. The first phase of

an Exploratory Development Research project would be a study.

Under the study phase the contractor would analyze the pro-

blem or concept and then propose how to solve the problem or

approach the concept. In the second phase of the research
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Table 4-5: Average Dollar Value of' Contractual Work Units

Percentage
of Total

Dollars Responses Responses()

t$100,000 14.3

$100,OOO-$1,OOOOOO 10 71.4

.$1,000,000 2 14.3

TOTAL 14 100.0%
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Table 4-6: Work Breakdown Structure!
Statements of Work Formats

Percentage
of Total

Format Responses Responses()

Phase/Task 10 71.4

Phase/Milestone 2 14.3

Task/Subtask 2 14.3

TOTAL 14 100.0%
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project the contractor would develop a set of preliminary

designs for an integrated circuit, test specimens, sub-scale

sample or panels. After the project engineer reviews the

preliminary designs with the contractor, a set of final de-

signs .are are developed, phase three. After the final design

is reviewed, the contractor goes into a fabrication phase.

In this phase, he fabricates the test specimens, sub-scale

samples and panels needed to prove the design concept de-

veloped in the previous phases. The final phase is to per-

form and evaluate structual and 6nvironmental tests on the

sample fabricated.

The phase format is primarily used when you have con-

secutive pieces of work to be performed; study, design, fab-

rication, test, and evaluation. The phase milestone format

is used when you have decision points built into the State-

ment of Work. At the completion of a milestone, for example

preliminary design, the project manager reviews the work per-

formed and decides whether to move into the next phase, de-

tail design. If the project engineer does not feel the re-

sults are going to help him/her reach his/her goal they

would either have the contractor repeat the phase just com-

pleted or end that particular avenue of pursuit. The task

format is used when parallel pieces of work are being per-

formed. For example, if a project engineer had a project to

design a structual panel using three different composites,

he/she would break the work into structual panel design A,
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structual panel design B and structual panel design C. In

this instance the work on one structual panel need not wait

until work on another panel be completed. Nor does work on

one panel depend on the acceptance or rejection of the work

performed on the other panels.

To track their contractional work units, the project

engineer uses the same format that his Statement of Work is

written in. Schedule data is presented in a phase/task and

subtask format. On the other hand, financial information is

submitted by phase or task. It is then broken into function-

al categories. Under each phase, the contractor reports

dollars and manhours by functional categories. This same

breakout is used by the contractors as one of the formats

used to present his/her price proposal in response to a Re-

quest for Proposal. The contractor presents functional cost

associated with each phase or task of the contract.

Exploratory Development Research deals with the in-

vestigation of a new concept or a variation on an old one.

The work performed ranges from studies and design to fabri-

cation, test and evaluation. What is usually designed and

fabricated is a test specimen or some sub-scale panel. -

traditional hardware Work Breakdown Structure is not appro-

priate for tracking this type of research. The Work Break-

down Structure needs to provide a format that tracks the

work the way it is organized and performed. Projects at the

Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories are organized into
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phases and tasks. The contractor is instructed thyouth the

Statement of Work what needs to be performed under each phase

and task. Example of Statements of Work from the Air Force

Wright Aeronautical Laboratories can be found in Appendix C.

The project engineers then track the work using 1he same

phase and task format of the Statement of Work. Schedules

are broken out into phases and tasks and subtasks. Because

of the low dollar value of the contracts, the project engi-

neer receives financial data only at the phase or task level.

The financial data is presented in a functional breakout

under each phase or task. Therefore, the researcher feels

that an appropriate Work Breakdown Structure format for Ex-

ploratory Development Research should be along a phase/task

orientation.

Process/Primary Factors

The process used by each project engineer to write

his Statement of Work was highly individual oriented. Most

project engineers started out with an objective or goal in

mind. If a project is study oriented the goal might be to

answer a question, while a hardware project goal might be to

design and test a structual concept for a piece of hardware.

The project engineer then develops an approach to solving

the problem or reaching the goal. The detail of the approach

is governed by many factors. One factor to be considered is

the maturity of the research. If the project is extending
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the capability of a concept the there exists quite a bit of

background information. Therefore, the approach to reaching

the goal of the project would be fairly detailed. On the

- other hand, if the project deals with a new concept with very

- little backgroud information then the approach would be broad

so as to investigate all possible avenues. Another factor

to be considered is the potential contractors. Each contrac-

tor may have a different process to fabricate a test panel.

The project engineer may only wat to specify the composite

to be used. By specifing the fabrication process he/she may

* ,exclude potential contractors.

The approach to solving the problem is usually based

*on how the project engineer would perform the work himself/

* herself. The nature of the tasks is pretty well dictated by

experience. What has proven more or less successful in the

past is generally used for future projects. These are the

events the program engineer feels is needed to reach the

goal of the project. The work may be similar in over-all

design to other jobs, but the specifics must be tailored for

each individual.project. Once the project engineer has de-

termined his/her approach, milestones are assigned to the

asks that need to be performed. These milestones are in

terms of time and dollars needed to accomplish each task.

In Exploratory Development Research the project engi-

neer is investigating items that have a military application.

The project engineer may be looking at the development of
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structual concepts, composites or material coatings. An

important factor to be considered is the payoff of the re-

search in terms of systems application. Can the weight of

the system be decreased? Can the Life Cycle Cost of the sys-

tem be decreased? Can we increase the range of a weapon sys-

tem? Can the maintainability of the structure be enhanced?

Another primary factor to be considered along with the pay-

offs of the research is the funding level. The scope of the

research must stay within the funding levels of the project.

Time is not an important factor to Exploratory Development

Research until the project goes on contract. At that time

schedules are mainly affected by the funding of the project.

Any slippage in schedule usually results in the need for add-

itional funding. In terms of system application, scheduling

is not all that critical. Most Exploratory Development Re-

search is performed to develop and demonstrate a new concept.

This new concept is not immediately applied to current wea-

pon systems. but once fully developed is used by project

engineers within the Advanced Development Research field.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This chapter presents the major conclusions drawn

from this research effort. Based upon these conclusions a

Work Breakdown Structure for management control of Explora-

tory Development Research will be recommended. The conclu-

sions and recommendations will be grouped into three major

sections:

1. Characteristics of Exploratory Development

Research.

2. Format Structure used by project engineers.

3. Miscellaneous conclusions and recommendations.

Characteristics of Exploratory Development Research

The primary work done within the Exploratory Develop-

ment field deals with the development and demonstration of

new concepts or variations on existing concepts. Sub-scale

samples or small structual panels are used to demonstrate

these concepts. Demonstration of a concept at this stage of

research and development does not entail the fabrication of

a usable end item, such as an aircraft engine or a guidance

system. Project engineers explore concepts that deal with

the development of tip treatments for aircraft blades, the
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use of new composites for wing structures, or the development

of new heat resistant paints. Normally the deliverables for

these Exploratory Development projects are technical reports,

small scale panels, test specimens, test plans, or prelimi-

nary specifications. The products developed are not meant

to be applied directly to any particular weapon system, but

used to demonstrate a concept that can be used in later

stages of research and development. In some cases a unique

piece of test equipment or instrumentation is developed to

be used solely within the laboratory.

Since Exploratory Development Research projects do

not involve the design and fabrication of a usable end item,

such as an aircraft engine or guidance system, a Work Break-

down Structure along the traditional hardware orientation

presented in MIL-STD-881A is not appropriate. Only one of

the Statements of Work reviewed (Exhibit C-1 in Appendix C)

included a Work Breakdown Structure. In addition, none of

the project engineers interviewed used a Work Breakdown

Structure to manage their Exploratory Development projects.

Two reasons were attributed to the lack of use of a Work

Breakdown Structure. First, those project engineers working

solely with Research (6.1) and Exploratory Development Re-

search (6.2) projects were not familiar with the concept and

uses of a Work Breakdown Structure. Secondly, those project

engineers working with Exploratory Development Research (6.2)

and Advance Development Research (6.3) projects viewed the
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concept of a Work Breakdown Structure along the hardware

orientation presented in MIL-STD-881A. Therefore, they felt

a Work Breakdown Structure was inappropriate for Exploratory

Development Research. The primary conclusion drawn is that

a Work Breakdown Structure for Exploratory Development Re-

search must follow the way the work is being performed to be

a meaningful management tool.

Approximately eighty-six percent of the project engi-

neers reported that the average dollar value of the Explora-

tory Development projects were less than $1 million. Since

the majority of the projects are low in dollar value the pro-

ject engineer does not need an in-depth management system to

control his/her work. Currently the project engineer tracks

his/her schedule by phases and tasks under each phase. On

the other hand, the project engineer only tracks functional

cost by phases. This influences the level of detail of the

Work Breakdown Structure needed to control Exploratory De-

velopment projects. Advanced Development projects ranging

from $2 million on up normally use a 3 level Work Breakdown

Structure. Therefore, the researcher feels that a Work

Breakdown Structure broken down to level 2 or 3 would pro-

vide sufficient detail for the project engineer to monitor

his/her projects.

In this section characteristics of Exploratory De-

velopment Research affecting the Work Breakdown Structure

needed for management control were discussed. Two major con-
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clusions were drawn from the discussion.

1. A Work Breakdown Structure along the traditional

hardware orientation presented in MIL-STD-881A is inappropri-

ate for Exploratory Development Research. To be a meaning-

ful management tool, the Work Breakdown Structure must follow

the way the work is being performed.

2. A Work Breakdown Structure broken down to level

2 or 3 will provide sufficient detail for management control

of Exploratory Development Research.

Format Structures Used By Project Engineers

The project engineers at the Air Force Wright Aero-

nautical Laboratories used three formats to structure their

Statements of Work: Phase/Task, Phase/Milestone, Task/Sub-

task. The Phase/Task format is primarily used when the

Statement of Work is organized into consecutive pieces of

work to be performed. If decision points are built into the

Statement of Work the project engineer used a Phase/Mile-

stone format. Finally, the Task/Subtask format is used when

parallel pieces of work are to be performed. The project

engineer uses these same formats to track his/her costs and

schedule. Although the purpose for using each format is

different, the basic work being performed is the same. Ex-

ploratory Development projects go through the following

stages:

1. Conception
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2. Preliminary Design
3. Detail Design
4. Fabrication
5. Test and Evaluation

Even though Exploratory Development project follow the above

stages, the detailed tasks for each stage is project specific.

Therefore, the conclusion reached is that a Work Breakdown

Structure along a phase orientation be used. Since the tasks

under each phase is dependent upon the project only a level

2 Work Breakdown Structure is recommended. Figure 5-1 dis-

plays the Work Breakdown Structure recommended by the research-

er.

The conceptual phase deals with defining the problem

or setting the goal. It is during this phase that litera-

ture searches are performed to gather background material on

work being done in the area or on similar projects. During

this phase the approach to solving the problem or reaching

the goal is formulated. The definition process involves

feasibility-assessments, tradeoff studies and analysis. For

example, if the goal is to develop a wing structure using a

new composite; during the conceptual phase you identify the

type of composites you might use. Feasibility assessments

and tradeoff studies are performed to narrow down the list

of composites to those that will be used in the next phase

of the research. During the conceptual phase you define the

problem, conduct background searches, formulate the approach,

identify the technology needed and perform feasibility

assessment and tradeoff studies.
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FIGURE 5-1

Recommended Work Breakdown Structure
For Exploratory Development Research
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The design phase takes the results of the conceptual

study and designs the hardware or software needed to assess

the concept. The design phase does not always entail the

design of a usable end item. Instead a small wing panel or

a sub-scale sample may be designed to prove the concept de-

veloped. Once the design has been completed, the panel or

sample is fabricated based upon the designs. The fabrication

phase involves applying the materials, technology and/or con-

cepts developed during the conceptual phase of the project.

After the hardware has been fabricated environmental and

structual tests are conducted to prove the feasibility of the

concepts developed. If the hardware fails any of the tests

the project engineer may have to go as far back as the con-

ceptual phase to correct the problems. Or the project engi-

neer may conclude the concept is not feasible and end the

research there.

Two additional elements of the recommended Work

Breakdown Structure, which woul" not be considered phases,

are project management and data. Project management refers

to the business and administrative functions needed to ac-

complish the over-all project objectives which are not associ-

ated with any specific phase. Examples of these activities

would be cost/schedule/performance measurements, contract

management, data management, etc. The data element refers to

all data items listed on the Contract Data Requirements List

(CDRL).
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MIL-STD-881A (32:27) goes on to further define data:

This element includes only such effort that can be
reduced or will not be incurred if the data item is
eliminated. If the data are government peculiar, in-
elude the efforts for acquiring, writing, assembling,
reproduction, packaging and shipping. It also includes
the effort for repreparing into government format with
reproduction and shipment if data are identified to
that used by contractor, but in different format.

If the project involves the design and fabrication of

an usable end item then the Work Breakdown Structure should

center around that end item. For example, Figure 5-2 is

a Work Breakdown Structure for the development of an Inte-

grated Circuit. The level 2 integrated circuit element is

further broken down into the tasks needed to develop an in-

tegrated circuit.

Miscellaneous Conclusions and Recommendations

The previous sections presented several conclusions

and recommendations regarding the format of a Work Breakdown

Structure for management control of Exploratory Development

Research. In this final section some miscellaneous conclu-

sions drawn from the study are discussed.

This research effort focused on experienced project

engineers to determine the format of a Work Breakdown Struc-

ture for Exploratory Development Research. This was based

upon the assumption that inexperienced project engineers

would provide limited information in this area. The inter-

views conducted indirectly supported this assumption. The

experienced program engineers were not able to give specific
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FIGURE 5-2

Work Breakdown Structure For
An Integrated Circuit
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methodologies for developing a Work Breakdown Structure or

Statement of Work except for experience and the uses of past

Work Breakdown Structures and Statements of Work. Therefore,

it is doubtfU1 whether inexperienced project managers could

have provided insight on the type of information and training

needed to provide guidance on the development and use of a

Work Breakdown Structure. This author recommends a study be

conducted which focuses on the information needed by a novice

project engineer to monitor and control his research projects.

This should include the concept and uses of a Work Breakdown

Structure for management control of research projects.

The main objective of this research was to identify

a format to be used in developing a Work Breakdown Structure

for Exploeatory Development Research. The format chosen was

the current one used by the project engineers at the Air

Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories to structure their

Statements of Work. This format is also used by the project

engineers to collect cost and schedule data. The research

did not involve assessing the effectiveness of this format

to control cost and schedule. The researcher highly re-

commends a study be conducted to assess the validity of con-

trolling Exploratory Development Research using a Phase/Task

control structure.

As a final cimment, it is stressed that further re-

search in the area of management control of Exploratory

Development Research is required. This study was not con-
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cieved to solve all of management's control needs. The ob-

jective of this thesis was to provide program engineers with

a Work Breakdown Structure model that could be tailored to

their inaividual needs. Some bf the recommendations in this

chapter require little effort to implement, such as the use.

of a Phase/Task Work Breakdown Structure in Exploratory De-

velopment Research. While other recommendations would re-

quire more time, such as the development of information on

the ocncept and use of a Work Breakdown Structure for manage-

ment control of Exploratory Development Research.
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APPENDIX A

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
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1. Rank/Grade

2. Years of R&D project management experienc.

3. Generally, with what R&D category do you work with

Basic Research (6.1), Exploratory Development (6.2),

Advanced Development (6.3).

4. Would you classify your projects as studies, hardware

development, software development or test oriented.

5. What were the deliverables under your contractual

work units?

6. What was the average dollar value of your contractual

work units?

7. What WBS/SOW format do you currently use to manage

your projects- hardware, system, functional, task?

8. What format does the contractor use to provide cost

and schedule data?

9. In response to the Request for Proposal, what format

did the contractor use to present his/her cost pro-

posal?

10. What was the process you went through to develop a

WBS/SOW?

11. What do you feel are the primary factors to be consi-

dered when developing a WBS/SOW?

12. What sources did you use while deveLoping a WBS/SOW?
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1. Rank/Grade

PROJECT
ENGINEER LABORATORY RANK/GRADE

Alexander Flight Dynamics GS-14

Beachler Flight Dynamics GS-14

Boensch Flight Dynamics GS-14

Couturier Avionics GS-12

Hirsch Aero Propulsion GS-14

Hojnacki Aero Propulsion GS-13

Johnson Materials GS-12

Loptien Flight Dynamics GS-13

O'Hara Materials GS-13

Petty Aero Propulsion GS-13

Phillippi Materials GS-12

Ramsey Flight Dynamics GS-12

Schmitt Materials GS-14

Smith Avionics GS-12
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2. Years of R&D project management experience.

PROJECT YEARS OF
ENGINEER EXPERIENCE

Alexander 21

Beachler 24

Boensch 18

Couturier 8

Hirsch 25

Hojnacki 20

Johnson 11

*.- Loptien 31

O'Hara 19

Petty 20

Phillippi 29

Ramsey 20

Schmitt 20

Smith 16
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3. Generally, with what R&D category do you work with---

Basic Research (6.1), Exploratory Development (6.2),

Advanced Development (.6.3).

PROJECT R&D
ENGINEER CATEGORY

Alexander 6.2-6.3

Beachler 6.2-6.3

Boensch 6.2-6.3

Couturier 6.2

Hirsch 6.2

Hojnacki 6.1-6.2

Johnson 6.2

Loptien 6.2

O'Hara 6.1-6.2

Petty 6.1 -6.2

Phillippi 6.2

Ramsey 6.2

Schmitt 6.2

Smith 6.2-6.3
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4. Would you classify your project as studies, hardware

development, software development, test oriented.

PROJECT
ENGINEER TYPE

Alexander Studies/Hardware

Beachler Studies/Software/Hardware/Test

Boensch Studies/Hardware

Couturier Hardware

Hirsch Studies/Hardware

Hojnacki Studies/Hardware

Johnson Studies

Loptien Studies

O'Hara Studies

Petty Studies/Software/Hardware/Test

Phillippi Studies/Hardware

Ramsey Studies/Hardware

Schmitt Studies

Smith Studies/Hardware
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5. What were the deliverables under your contractual work

units.

PROJECT

ENGINEER DELIVERABLES

Alexander Instrumentation

Beachler Test Equipment/Software

Boensch Small Structual Panels

Couturier Integrated Circuits/Test Equipment

Hirsch Technical Reports/Hardware

Hojnacki Technical Reports/Hardware

Johnson Final Reports/Laser Windows

Loptien Technical Reports

O'Hara Techinal Reports/Sub-Scale Samples/
Test Specimens/Preliminary Specifi-
cations

Petty Final Reports/Software Code/Hard-
ware

Laboratory & Field Instrumentation

Technical Reports/Test Plans/Dis-
play Items/Specimans/Panels/Com-
plete Structures

Wet Samples of Coatings/Paint/An-
alytical Programs/Computer Print-
outs/Technical Reports

Final Reports
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6.What was the average Dollar value of your contractual

work units.

PROJ ECT AVERAGE
ENGINEER DOLLAR VALUE

Alexander 25K-i 00K

Beachler 1M-3M

Boensch 500K-iM

Couturier 200K

Hirsch 2-5M

Hojnacki 20-30K

Johnson 300-500K

Loptien 100-500K

0' Hara 200-300K

Petty 25-750K

Phillippi 500K

Ramsey 800K-1M

Schmitt 200-400K

Smith 600K
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7. What WBS/SOW format do you currently use to manage

your projects---hardware, system, functional, task.

PROJECT
ENGINEER FORMAT

Alexander Phase/Task

Beachler Phase/Milestone

Boensch Phase/Task

Couturier Task/Subtasks

Hirsch Phase/Task

Hojnacki Phase/Task

Johnson Phase/Milestone

Loptien Phase/Task

O'Hara Phase/Task

Petty Phase/Task

Phillippi Phase/Task

Ramsey Phase/Task

Schmitt Phase/Task

Smith Task/Subtasks
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7. Continued ........ Some project engineers., in addition to

one or two word responses, provided a more in-depth dis-

cussion of how they -formated their WBS/SOW.

Beachler- Let's talk about a piece of hardware. Your first

milestone would be a preliminary or conceptual design of what

the hardware is going to look like. That would be a mile-

stone when it is completed, preliminary design complete. At

this point you review, decide, suggest and coordinate your

move into the detailed design phase. At the completion of

the detailed design phase of the hardware you have a review

point. You look at the contractor's detailed design to see

if you agree with it. If it looks like it has gotten you

where you want to go, then you proceed into the construction

of the thing. You call it a final design if you approve it.

Then you go into fabrication. You have a distinct phase for

each of these preliminary designs, detail design, and fabri-

cation. At the end is your goal.

Boensch- Typically preliminary design would be phase 1, de-

tailed design phase 2, fabrication phase 3 and testing phase

4. Basically the work breaks down by phases more than any-

thing else. Then once you break it out into phases you break

it out to whose contributing in the phases. How much engi

neering do I have to have, do you have manufacturing, quality

or test. So you break it down basically by phase and under

that the contribution by individual.

OIf you have a design phase where you are looking at
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two or three options or two or three vehicles, you might

want to break that down a little finer and say Design-Vehicle

A, Design-Vehicle B, Design-Vehicle C. Break the work down

to what ever you need to get the job done.

Couturier- If you are going to develop an integrated circuit,

the task would be basically the development of that integrated

circuit may be broken down into a study phase. How are we

going to put this thing on a chip, will it all fit or will it

become to big for the power. Then you go into the IC layout.

The actual layout of the chip where everything will be. Then

you go into mass making, the processing, the testing, the

packaging. If the testing or packaging doesn't work then

you go back until you get it to work. The task would be the

IC development, the subtask would be each of the individual

steps and the subtasks could be broken up further.

Phillippi- Where there is a piece of hardware as an end item,.

I break the work down into sequential phase/task. Where they

are studies and data or information is the end product in-

stead of hardware, there may be several parallel tasks.

Ramsey- Generally when you write a Statement of Work you'll

break it up into phases or tasks. It's really based upon how

you organize it. It should give you reported information

from the contractor on financial or technical data. In many

cases reporting level by phases, at level two is adequate.

The first phase may be nothing but a study type phase;

next phase may be design and analysis; and the last phase
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may be to build something, test it and correlate it back to

your design.
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8. What format does the contractor use to provide cost

and schedule data.

PROJECT SCHEDULE COST
ENGINEER FORMAT FORMAT

Alexander NO RESPONSE

Beachler Milestone Milestone/Functional

Boensch Phase Phase

Couturier Task/Subtask Task/Functional

Hirsch NO RESPONSE

Hojnacki NO RESPONSE

Johnson NO RESPONSE

Loptien Phase/Task Phase/Functional

O'Hara Phase/Task Phase/Task

Petty Phase/Task Phase/Task

Phillippi Phase/Task Phase/Functional

Ramsey Phase/Task Task/Functional

Schmitt Phase/Task Total Only

Smith Task/Subtask Task/Functional
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9. In response to the Request for Proposal, what format

did the contractor use to present his cost proposal.

PROJECT COST PROPOSAL
ENGINEER FORMAT

Alexander NO RESPONSE

Beachler Milestone/Functional

- Boensch Phase

Couturier NO RESPONSE

Hirsch Task/Functional

Hojnacki Task/Functional

Johnson NO RESPONSE

Loptien NO RESPONSE

O'Hara NO RESPONSE

Petty rask/Functional

Phillippi Phase/Task/Functional

Ramsey Phase/Functional

. Schmitt NO RESPONSE

Smith NO RESPONSE

9
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10. What was the process you went through to develop a

WBS/SOW.

The answers to this question could not be placed into

tabular form. The project engineers' responses are presented

in a textual format.

Alexander- NO RESPONSE

Beachler- In common for all the phases, you usually start

out with a goal in mind. I want to answer a question if it

is a research study; or I want to develop a certain piece of

hardware of a certain size if you are down in the hardware

phase. You can usually then start to break the work down in-

to step or what I call milestones. You can assign milestones

to certain events you think are going to happen along the

path to get to the product, whether it is a research answer

or a piece of hardware. The next step is you can see that

certain of these milestones are going to be mcze difficult to

achieve than others in terms of time and dollars. You are

going to incur certain costs associated with achieving those

milestones.

In very broad terms /aii our work/ is similar in that

you start off with a question you want to answer or a problem

to solve and a goal you want to achieve. You then have an

approach and along that approach to get to the solution.

But, I think each job, even though you may find a similar

job to it, when you get down to the very specifics of writing

a Statement of Work for it you have to tailor it to that job.
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Boensch- Just exactly how do I visualize the work flow and

how did I do it in the past? What is my objective and how

do I see the prog:am getting from A to B?

You must break the work down far enough to be mean-

ingful in terms of managing a program. It is terribly app-

lication dependent and you can't just arbitarily say anything

over a certain amount of money you will have a Work Break-

down Structure, or anthing under a certain amount of money

you don't have it. I think you could do it by phase/task.

You could use that approach as a Work Breakdown Structure, in

that you break down the task. Now were discussing the level

of breaking it down.

Couturier- You really can't go to a contractor and say these

are the subtasks we want. Sometimes, depending on the pro-

cess, the subtask may differ for each contractor. This

means you cannot put that in the contract because your auto-

matically cutting one of them out. You may not wat him cut

out, because his process may be better. So, basically you

have to hold up on some subtasks till you see which contrac-

tor you've got and he'll throw in that subtask.

Hirsch- NO RESPONSE

Hoinacki- NO RESPONSE

Johnson- NO RESPONSE

Loptien- NO RESPONSE

O'Hara- We solicit the contractor and usually suggest some

alloy systems. Individual contractors like Pratt and Whitney
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or General Electric give us their version of these alloy

systems. Only the class of alloys is specified.

For example, I try to understand the process para-

meter that limits the process. How does this subsequently

change the characteristics of the ingot? What I do is make

ingots and analyze them. I analyze the results and eliminate

the obvious systems that don't work or changes the parameters.

Based on what we learn, we do another iteration and maybe

even a third, and thus keep narrowing it down. This would

be the tasks. Try to get an understanding of the important

parameters. Then what I would do in phase 2 is do a modest

scale up to demonstrate that I do understand the process; or

..- I do have an alloy with the required mechanical properties

of an alloy development program. I would demonstrate the

process on a reasonable size of material. I try to box in

the problem in the initial iteration and narrow it down and

keep doing it providing time and money.

Petty- NO RESPONSE

Phillippi- I have the job tc be done clearly in mind before

I start writing. I have also thought how I would do the job.

So, I have a plan of action in mind of how I would do the job,

but I would not want to constrain the contractor because he

might have a better idea than I do. I structure the State-

ment of Work around the tasks or phases I would go through.

Some Statements of Work are very clear in my mind and I'm

very explicit about what I want done. Others are much more
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researchy and therefore I don't want to box the contractor

in. Therefore, I give the contractor a great deal of lat-

itude. So, I tailor the type and range to the nature of the

job.

Ramsey- NO RESPONSE

Schmitt- It occurs to me that how much you use a phase/task

breakout or how it's structured depends upon the type of de-

velopment being done. For instance, if it is a rather mature

*. kind of development where there is quite a bit of background,

but you are still extending the capability of the material,

you may not exactly need the same kind of phase structure as

you would if it were a brand new technology; where in fact

you might build in decision points as to whether you want to

continue. We are dealing in uncharted waters so to speak.

If it's an area where there is a good foundation we would lay

out a number of tasks because we know what needs to be done

there. Yet, we don't have to build in a phase structure

where we get to a point and have to decide whether we want to

go any further. I think it depends, to a degree, on that

kind of situation. On the other hand it it is an area where

" we are really exploring new ground so to speak, then very

often you build a phase design into the way you structure the

work statement and the way you put the program together. I

would say the task/phase is very common. The Statement of

Work, in general, tends to be fairly detailed in terms of

the task breakout.
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In priority it's dictated by experience. In other

words, what has proven more or less successful in the pest in

programs, in terms of how you might phase it or break it out.

I guess the way we do our programs here in the lab, in terms

of content of individual programs, tend to develop over some

fairly likely period of time. We put together the elements

of a program in terms of objective and approach, what the pay

offs are going to be, and the background that justifies the

need for the program. That may be done up to a year before

you actually start the program. The justification time is

just inherent in the way we do the process. This gives time

for data gathering in terms of background and what is going

to feed into the program. Finally, you sit down and decide

what the individual elements are going to be. Now that. may

be done individually or with others depending upon the area,

whose working the project, and the nature of things. It has

been my experience though that it has pretty much been an

individual process. It is uncommon to get a large number of

substative comments back about a particular Statement of Work

you put together. In some sense it is an iterative process

were you draft out the thing and put in a certain task.

People will give some input about testing you have not in-

cluded or some aspect of the thing that should be considered

in terms of how you go about deciding how to break out the

structure in terms of tasks and phases. I can't say there

is any one rule of thumb or procedure that I personally use
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or that other people use. It could be you had one in the

past that was pretty satisfactory; you may in a sense copy

it. Obviously changing it where it needs to be.

Smith-- NO RESPONSE
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11. What do you feel are the primary factors to be consider-

ed when developing a WBS/SOW?

Alexander- Try to break the Statement of Work out into items

you think are going to be units of work.

Beachler- Level of Effort is normally the thing you look

for when you go into the initial research or study. About

all you can expect is to outline the work and to give your

best shot to get some answers. In the intermittent phase

you are starting to see products, either too small and not

powerful enough for direct application to the final goal.

So, during that phase you may not buy any hardware, but you

are buying studies which are more then just Level of Effort.

You want a piece of hardware of a certain size developed by

the end of the program. You may or may not use that piece

of hardware, but you want the research it takes to get you

there. In the next phase you buy the hardware the size you

want to use. That is where you are looking for the.hardware

product at the end, which may not take as much development

as the other two phases on the part of the contractor. It

may take more production type effort and some final touches

on the research.

Boensch- How much information do you really need I think is

*e the absolute key to developing a useful Work Breakdown Struc-

ture. You can either over whelm yourself with data and be-

come lost in level four, five or six work packages or you

can have a Work Breakdown Structure so course that it is vir-
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tually useless. So you have to sit down and make consious

decisions about the information you want. If someone came

to me and said, "I want to make a Work Breakdown Structure

- - what should I do?" I'd'say, "Make damn sure you get enough

* data to know what is going on with the contract, but don't

get so much data you get swamped. It could cost you."

Coutuxrier- NO RESPONSE

Hirsch- You must write a program to stay within the funding

limits.

"*. Hojnacki- NO RESPONSE

Johnson- NO RESPONSE

Loptien- NO RESPONSE

O'Hara- NO RESPONSE

Petty- Try to scale the job to match the money available.

Once I have a clear understanding of the amount of money

I've got, then I try to scope the Statement of Work to come

out even. The next consideration is how mature is the tech-

nology. How many companies out there can perform and what

is their state of development.

Phillippi- NO RESPONSE

Ramsey- In exploratory development you are investigating

items that very clearly have military application. It is

not researchy like pure research. Often time it is difficult

to associate pure research with a military application. In

* 6.2 you are looking at development of structual concepts in-

volving advancements that have been made in materials, design,
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fabrication, and demonstration of new concepts that have

been developed. In exploratory development you are usually

developing and demonstrating a concept or design that has

military application and you are determining the pay off*

from the development or new concept. Payoffs,,of course,

are in terms of systems application: could weight be de-

creasing in a system, decrease cost hopefully Life Cycle

Cost, longer range, enhanced maintainability of the struc-

ture. The level on which we demonstrate new concepts is on

a component level.

Schmitt- NO RESPONSE

Smith- NO RESPONSE
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12. What sources did you use while developing a WBS/SOW.

PROJECT
ENGINEER SOURCES

Alexander No particular sources

Beachler Other SOW

Boensch Master planhing documents, other SOW &
WBS, prior contracts, on-going contracts

Couturtier Other SOW

Hirsch NO RESPONSE

Hojnacki NO RESPONSE

Johnson Other SOW/Fellow engineers

Loptien NO RESPONSE

O'Hara NO RESPONSE

Petty Contract Managers Handbook/Individuals
such as staff and engineers/past SOW/
Potential contractors

Phillippi Uses no previous references

Ramsey NO RESPONSE

SCHMITT NO RESPONSE

SMITH NO RESPONSE
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EXHIBIT C-1

SAMPLE STATEMENT OF WUORK
CONTRACT F33615-81-C-1546
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SECTION C PAoC_3_ OF _
DE SCRIPT ION/$ P ECIFICAT IONS

DATE

INTEGRATED NAIGATION SYSTEM SIMUATILN 80 Sep 19

1.0 INTRODUCTION (OBJECTIVE):

There are two specific objectives for this program. The first objective is
to develop and test algorithms and control logic that integrates and controls the
coemunication/navigation/identification (CNI), and antenna functions. This soft-
ware should produce an integrated navigation system whose capabilities exceeds
that of each function alone, when operating in the tactical environment envisioned
for the 1990's. Two sets of algorithms and logic will be developed and tested to
form two baselines. The first set will encompass a relatively limited integration;
the second set will be much less constrained to pursue maximum integration. From
these two sets, integration techniques and performance assessments will be estab-
lished to provide the government risk reduction and a knowledge base for any future
integration efforts. The second objective is to look at system design issues, via
analysis and detailed simulations, for the antenna designs developed under the
concurrent Adaptive Multifunction Antenna (AMA) Program as well as the receiver
designs developed under the ICNIA System Definition Program. From this, the INSS
Program will provide detailed design data concerning antenna, receiver, and
algorithm evaluation performance. Through interrelationships with other progrirs,
it is hoped that effective system integration can be accomplished during the
design phase, rather than after equipment has been produced.

2.0 SCOPE:

The INSS Prograr.! is divided in two phases: the GPS/JTIDS/IFF phase and tht'
Comiinication/Naviga.ion/identification (CNI) phase. During the GPS/JTIDS/IFF
phase, the contractor shall develop, test, and evaluate integrated navigation
algorithms and control logic that have limited inputs, outputs, and control
variables. This sha'l be accomplished via detailed computer simulations of
antenna,.rtceivers. id inertial equipments set in environment scenarios

*envisioned for thr -)'s. From these simulations, the contractor will deter-
mine the algorith. cgic effects on navigation, cormunication, and identification.
In addition, the INSS contractor will test and evaluate the AMA's GPS/JTIDS/IFF
antenna designs for detailed system interface issues as well as system level navi-
gation, communications, and identification performance. The contractor will pro-
vide this data, along with his recommendations, to the AMA contractor.

During the CNI phase, the contractor will modify and develop the algorithms/
logic for more thorough system integration. Interface state variables will be
limited by the AMA's CNI designs and the Integrated CNI Avionics (ICNIA) designs,
but the INSS contractor should have a role in determining these limitations.
In conjunction with developing, testing, and evaluating the CNI integrated navi-
gation algorithms/logic, the contractor shall test and evaluate the AMA's CNI
antenna designs and ICNIA designs for detailed system interface issues, as well
as system level navigation, communication, and identification performance. As
before, detailed computer simulations shall be used. From these tests and
evaluations, the contractor will provide the AMA and ICNIA contractors with
design data and recommendations.

3.0 GENERAL BACKGROUND:

Several related prograns are applicable as referenced for the INSS Program.
The following is a synopsis of these proarams In addition to the proarams" 8 1~ II OUZ I"33 615 9 1 15 4 b

ASO foe
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mentioned herein, several other sources of information are available to expand

the technical base required for this effort.

3.1 GPS/JTIDS Threat Study: In Avionics Laboratory Contract F33615-78-C-
1563 with the Charles Stark Draper Laboratory (CSOL), an effort was undertaken
Aug 79 to define the GPS/JTIDS threat for the late 1980's and 1990's. This threat
model is not intended to be a "validated" threat model, but is intended to provideU an initial threat definition.

3.2 GPS/JTIDS/Inertial Navigation System (INS) Ooerational Impact Analysis:
In an Avionics Laboratory sponsored segment OT Space Uivision {SU) Contract
F04701-79-C-0030 with The Analytic Sciences Corporation (TASC), an effort was
undertaken Feb 80 to develop a set of tactical mission scenarios appropriate
for integrated GPS/JTIDS/INS systems in the late 1980's and 1990's which:

(a) define mission profiles;

(b) define required navigation and communication performance for each

mission segmnt;

(c) define the threat environment for each mission segment;

(d) allocate performance requirements to the G!'S/JTIDS Adaptive Multi-
function AntEnna (AMA) level.

The mission scenarios r,sulting from this effort are not intended to be
"validated" mission scenarios for the late 1980's and 1990's, but are intended
to provide an initial definition of the environment and the performance required
for the integrated system.

3.3 CNI Ooerational Imoact Analysis IT: The Avionics Laboratory is
currently undertaking a CNI Operationai Tmpact Analysis to develop the same
mission scenario and CNI performance requirements for integrated CNI systems
and CNI AMA's of the 1990's as is described in.the GPS/JTIDS/INS Operational
Impact Analysis effort above.

3.4 Multi-Function Multi-Band Airborne.Radio System (MFBARS): In Avionics
Laboratory Contracts F33615-78-C-1518 andF-361-i7-C-1T7z witm IT and TRW, pre-
liminary design and architecture studies were undertaken addressing adaptive multi-
function antennas and their impact on integrated CNI a ionics systems.

3.5 GPS Phase 1IB Full Scale Development: In SD Contracts F04701-79-C-0083
and F04701-79-C-0095 with Rockwell International Collins and Magnavox, GPS Engineering
Development Model (EDM) equipment is under development for the F-16 applications.

* 3.6 JTIDS Full Scale Development: ESD is currently contracting for full scale
development of J1I1S Class LI terminais for the F-16 application. A single award is
anticipated for development of this JTIDS equipment.

3.7 Intporited CNI Avionics: The Avionics Laboratory is planninq to under-
t.ke initiacTeiooment or an Integrated CNI Avionics (tCN.A) system which would
utilize adar.tive antennas as a critica! source if anti-.'.am performance. It is
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anticipated the ICNIA System Definition Program will be a dual-award program
conducted in parallel with the Integrated Navigation System Simulation (INSS)
Program. It is intended that the contractor will contribute greatly in the
ICNIA design development.

3.8 Adaptive Multifunction Antenna (AMA): The Avionics Laboratory is
currently contracting to develop the technology necessary to produce an adap-
tive antenna that integrates the CNI functions, i.e., inertial, GPS, JTIDS,
SEEK TALK, SINCGARS, and IFF. The AMA Program will be closely associated with
INSS to provide mutual benefit and aiding in achieving program goals. The
first phase of AMA (CRI AMA 1) will integrate INS, GPS, JTIDS, and IFF functions
into an adaptive antenna system. The second phase (Cal! AMA 1!) will integrate
all CNI functions. The AMA contractor will simulate and test his antenna designs.
His simulations will be made available to the INSS contractor for INSS use. In
turn, the INSS contractor will evaluate the antenna designs and provide evaluation
data and recommendations to the AMA contractor. The AMA contract is anticipated to be
dual award with competition for initial design, reverting to a single award to
completion.

3.9 1 e a'msFltrVauaum h Aviom~cs LabratozY, Omn-ttract F33615- -C-110, et =- is .bei rtaKen to devel an Agile Bancpass Filter
(W) and to validate the CI erAblig tmadmlogy ideuzO e -d wde5r tbe N PW Program -

It is antiated this tedmulogy will be applicable to the CNI design.
4.0 TASICS/GENERAL REOUTREMENTS:

4.1 Phase I

4.1.1 Task 1 - Preliminary Integrated Navigation Algorithms/Logic Oesici:

The thrust of this task is to develop a preliminary design of soft-
ware that will both integrate GPS, JTIOS, 1FF, INS, and antenna equipments, and
exploit synergistic benefits available through integration. System requirements
and limitations will be defined; methods and philosophy of integration will be
determined; and a framework for integrated navigation algorithms/logic (to be
developed under Task 4) will be designed for the definitions of the environment
envisioned for the integrated navioation system. The first goal of this task is
to design integrated navigation algorithms/logic that achieve maximum navigational
performance with no adverse impact to the communications and identification func-
tions. Although increase in navigational accuracy is a desired (and expected)
result, primary emphasis should be given to increasing system tolerance of dynamics,
electronic countermeasures, and self induced interference. "This alSorithm/logic
design vill establish a performance baseline for "simple" integration with as
little impact to the CPS, .TIDS and Mark X11 UT equipment designs as possible.

4.1.1.1 The contractor shall develop a preliminary design of the
integrated navigation algorithms/logic. He shall insure that the design is com-
patible with the GPS Phase 118 EDM equipment designs, the JTIDS Class 11 terminal
equipment desion, the Mark XII IFF specifications, and the CN! AMA I antenna
designs. In addition, he shall develop a set of performance goals to measure and
compare the integrated navigatian algorithms/logic desions during development
(Task 4).*CWACf s COuIS' .°

A 33 6r5 I I
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4.1A.2 The contractor shall present the preliminary des.ign to

the government at the first POR. At this review, he shall delineate:

a) limitations imposed by equipment designs;

b) the software's input, output, and control variables;

c) chosen methods/philosophy for integration;

d) locations and methods for obtaining access to the
input, output, and control variables from the
equipments that are being integrated;

e) hierarchial structure of the proposed integrated
navigation algorithms/logic;

f) functional description of each part in the
hierarchial structure;

g) interface requirements between functional parts;

* .- h) preliminary performanct goals for the GPS/JTIDS/IFF
integrated algorithms/iogic and the integrated sysUm.

4.1.2- Task 2 - Simulated Test System Desit-n:

The integrated navigation algorithms/logic designed under this
program must be tested for adequacy and to establish a performance baseline. In
addition, the designs must be demonstrated against a realistic type of environment

-.. to determine system flaws, characteristics, and strengths which may not be evident
in simplified, controlled tests. Therefore, a comprehensive set of Monte Carlo
simulations are envisioned for this purpose. In this task the contractor shall
design the Simulated Test System (STS) - all computer software which will be used
as evalution tools for the GPS/JTIDS/IFF integrated navigation algorithm/logic
designs. This includes the simulations of U31 receivers, scenarios, algorithms/
logic, and antennas. In addition, the STS will be used to test and evaluate the CNI
AMA I antenna designs produced by the AMA contractor for system level communication,
navigation, and identification performance as affected by integration design issues.

4.1.2.1 The contractor shall design the STS. He shall insure that
the designed STS can test algorithm/logic and antenna designs:

a) when integrated with GPS Phase IB, Mark XII 1FF, and
JTIOS Class 11 engineering development model equip-
ments;

b) against hostile electronic countermeasures designed
for the GPS/JTIDS/IFF/INS/antenna integrated system;

c) for tactical fighter-type dynamics effects;

d) for dynamic airframe masking effects;

AID 13,'15 154 b
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e) for antenna/receiver interface effects;
Vo

f) at various levels of complexity, as required for
algorithm/logic development and antenna design
analysis;

g for self-induced interference effects;

h) for system performance against representative
tactical missions; and to fulfill requirements
of paragraph 4.1.3.1.

The contractor shall present the STS design to the government for approval
at the first PDR. In additionto fulfilling the NIL STD 1521 requirements, the
contractor shall describe how the STS design fulfills the above objectives.

4.1.2.2 The contractor shall develop up to six mission scenarios
for use in the STS. Pe shall design these scenarios for the GPS/.JTIDS/IFF require-
ments envisioned for the 1990's. He shall consider the results of the GPS/JTIOS/INS
Operational Impact Analysis, GPS/JTIDS threat study, and CNI Ops Impact Analysis Il
programs. The contractor shall insure that the developed scenarios can test the
CNI ANA I antenna des'.gns and the algorithm/logic designs of Task 4. He shall
present the scenarios to the government for approval at the first quarterly pro-
gress review.

4.1.2.3 The contractor shall develop models of the Mark XII IFF,
GPS Phase 11B, and the JTIDS Class II terminal engineering development (EDt) equip-
ments for use in the STS. This effort shall encompass the two GPS Phase 1I1
receiver equipments, two Mark XII 1FF equipments, and one JTIDS Class I1 terminal
equipment. The contractor shall obtainequipment information sufficient to realis-
tically simulate equipment operations and characteristics as influenced by the
environment; as well as each receiver's effects on the GPS/JTIDS/IFF algorithm/
logic and antenna desi.ns. In the event specific information cannot be obtained,
the contractor shall make reasonable assumptions and document those assumptions
at quarterly progress reviews. The contractor shall present final receiver models
to the government for modification and/or approval no later than the sixth quarterly
progress review. As required, the contractor shall modify final receiver models to
-reflect pertinent receiver design changes (until the seventh quarterly progress
review).

4.1.3 Task 3 - SYS Development:

This task is primarily concerned with developing the STS and
encoding all software. Data items are required for tracking the software develop-
ment, transferring the STS to government computer facilities, and describing the
STS for future evolution and use. Since the STS is the major test vehicle by
which the integrated navigation algorithms/logic and the AMA's adaptive antenna
designs are tested, this task must demonstrate the STS's validity. The cotract=
ahaU. dC f the S in acordwam with Seq #13, W Pbrm 1423, Atdh *1.

4.1.3.1 The contractor shall develop the STS. He shall use
the "Aerican National Standard Programning Language, FORTRAN, X3.9-1978" referred
to as "FORTRAN 77" for encoding all software. He shall provide listings of all

,",3 ble I S 1 b PO .
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software in accordance with Sequence #2, DO 1423, Atch #2. The contractor shall
structure the STS such that scenario data necessary to exercise the designed integrated
navigation algorithms/logic via the GPS Evaluator POP 1170 facility at the Avionics
Laboratory are output to a magnetic tape. He shall provide the government with an

a-0,11 be santablec,0jfi i an 4A&%.," AP8ib='lm R!T

4.1.3.2 The contractor shall review the CI AMA I antenna
simulations. If any simulation errors are found which may adversely impact the AMA
simulation results, the INSS contractor shall immediately notify the government's
project manager. From the AMA's simulations, technical interchanges, and quarterly
progress reviews; the contractor shall design antenna simulations or modify the AIA
antenna simulations for STS use. In either case, he shall insure that these antenna
simulations, which form a part of the STS, adequately model and simulate each CHI1 A1A I
antenna design and fulfills STS requirements as outlined in para. 4.1.2.1. The con-
tractor shall update these simulations as necessary to reflect design changes incor-
porated by the AMA contractors.

4.1.3.3 The contractor shall develop a simple omni antenna
simulation which inclules aircraft backlobe suppression effects. ,This simulation
shall be used to establish a baseline performance fo- AMA antenna performance assess-
ments.

4.1.3.4 The contractor shall design tests to verify the validity
of the STr's functional modules, such as inertial, receiver, antenna, etc., as well
as tests to verify the STS as a whole. He shall present these tests and their results
to the government no later than the start of Task 6.

4.1.4 Task 4 - GPS/JTIDS/TFF Inteorate' Navigation Aloorithms/Loalc
Development: lwu oma cw shaml, ocum .m a ugo !5 i /g- de Joped unckr =s
task n an acda with Seq #17 & #18, o Fan 1423, Atch #1.

4.1.4.1 The contractor shall design and develop detailid CPS/3'TSI
yyy integrated navigation algorithms which, shall combine GPS, JTZIDS, and inertial navi
gation Information in an optimal sense to maximize navigational performance without
sacrifice to communication or identification performance. The contractor shall design
these algorithms to integrate and interface with the GPS Phase 116 receivers, the
JTIDS Class II terminal, inertial navigation systems, Mark XII IFF, and the CHII ,IA I
antenna designed for these receivers. With the limitations imposed by these equipment
designs, the contractor shall design and develop controlling logic that will monitor
the environment, select and edit information resources, and control the combined sys-
tern to maximize performance during hostile conditions (to include, asaminimum,
dynamics; enemy electronic countermeasures; and self-induced interference).

4.1.4.2 The contractor shall record the mathematical derivations of
algorithms/logic. He shall provide the detailed derivations to the government at the
quarterly progress review subsequent to the derivation. In addition, he shall present
the algorithms/logic and a synopsis of the derivation at said quarterly progress
reviews.

4.1.4.3 The contractor shall encode the algorithm/logic in Fortran
.77 to form a part of the STS.

I '  I
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4.1.5 Task 5 - GPS/JTTDS/IFF Trade-Off Studies and Dest.n Recomundations:

The purpose of this task is to test and evaluate the AMA GPS/JTIDS/
IFF antenna designs and the GPS/JTIOS/IFF algorithm/logic designs of Task 4 to provide
direction for successive design iterations. The contractor shall accomplish final
evaluation of the designs via the detailed Monte Carlo environment/mission simulations
in Task 6. However, in this task, special excerpts, static tests, etc., should be
used to screen those problem areas evident in less comprehensive and less costly tests.

4.1.5.1 The contractor shall design and perform trade-off studies
using parts of the STS to test the design of the Cs/aTJIDS/I1 interate d uavi titlon
algorltbas and controlling logic as well as the Chi? AMA I antenna designs. He shall
present proposed test objectives and methods of accomplishment for the subsequent
three months at each of the second through sixth quarterly progress reviews. In
addition, the contractor shallpresent changes to the proposed objectives or methods and
the results of tests run during the previous three months at the third through seventh
quarterly progress reviews.

4.1.5.2 The contractor shall analyze the testdata to evaluate the
CN! AMA I antenna designs and the GPS/JTIDS/IFF integrated navigation algorithms/
controlling logic; and determihe design weaknesses, flaws, or oversights which dec-ease
maximum performance. From this, he shall make reconiendations for design improveirent
for the CHI AMA ! antenna via Task 11. He shaii documnt the data and em ndatis
in-acoorda:r with Seq *16, M Pamm 1423, Atch 1..

4.1.6 Task 6 - GPS/3TIDS/IFF Performance Evaluation and System Specifica-
tion:

4.1.6.1 The contractor shall develop a set of test plans for per-
forming final system evaluations of: 1) the GPS/JTIOS/IFF integrated navigation
algorithms/logic; 2) the CNI AMA I antenna, and 3) the integrated GPS/JTIOS/lNS /IFF
antenna system composed of GPS Phase 118 user equipment designs, JTIDS Class II ter-
minal equipments designs, CHI AMA I antenna design, Inertial navigation, Mark XII IFF,
and the GPS/JTIOS/IFF integrated navigation algorithrs/logic.

4.1.6.2 The contractor shall present the set of test plans to the

government prior to use. At the presentation, he shall delineate:

a) the STS outputs to be recorded;

b) the criteria to be used for measuring system per-
formance;

c) the methods to be used for evaluating system per-
formance.

4.1.6.3 After presenting the set of test plans to the government,
the contractor shall:

a) perform the final system evaluation of the GPS/JTIOS/
-FF Integrated navigation algorithms/logic;

ASD o I
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b) perform the final system evaluation of the CHI AMA I
antenna; :

c) perform the final system evaluation of the integrated
IFF/GPS/JTIDS/ItNS/antenna system for both omni and CHI
AMA I antennas;

d) develop specifications for the GPS/JTIDS/IFF integrated
navigation algorithms/logic in accordance with Sequence
012, 00 1423, Atch #1.

4.2 Phase I!

4.2.1 Task 7 - CNI Algorithms/Logit Develocmentr
The purpose of this task is to develop integrated navigation

alloithas/logic designed to perform Ototalw integration. These algorithms/logic
will be used to establish a performance baseline for complex integration techniques.
This baseline and the one established under Phase I will enable government planners
to trade off performance, complexity, and cost considerations in future integrationefforts. 2a cl iractor shem. I mnt the ajgorittml/lOg.c devme1hmd wun tUs task
P &==dame with Seq # 17 6. 118, MD Fomi 1423, Atch #1.

4.2.1.1 The contractor shall determine algorithms/looic limitations
imposed by the ICNIA receiver designs and the CNI AMA I! antenna designs. He shall

I'determine modifications to these limitations whicr would Improve algorita/loS' per-j formauce for the Integrated system's des:Lgn. The contractor shall relate these modL-
fications to the ICRZA and AM contractors via Task 11 for possible inclusion lit the
ICHIA and AMA designs.

1 4.2.1.2 The contractor shall develop a preliminary design of the CHI
algorithm/logic. He shall develop a set of performance goals to measure and co'pare
the CN! algorithm/logic designs during development. The contractor shall present the
preliminary design to the government at the second PDR. At this review he shallpresent:

a) the software's input, output, and control variables;

b) chosen methods/philbsophy for integration;

c) hierarchial structures of the proposed integrated
navigation algorithms/logic; I

d) functional description of each part in each
hierarchial structure;

e) interface requirements between structural parts;

f) preliminary performance goals for the CNI
algorithm/logic and the integrated system.

4.2.1.3 The contractor shall modify and develop the a |
algorithms/logic for application to the ICNIA receiver designs and the CNI

833'sse tC j54 . '.
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*A14A 11 antenna designs. The contractor shall develop these algorlthms/logic to inte-
grate JCRZA receiver and AMA antenna capabilities for maximum navigational performance
during a highly dynaic, hostile mission without sacrifice,-to the communication and-

* * Identification functions.

|_ 4.2.1.4 The Contractor shalI record the rathematlcal derivations of CI
.lgorit.ms/logic. .e shall provide the 6etaled derivations to the Goverment at the

. quarterly progress review subsequent tethe derivation. In addition, he shall present
the CAI algorithls/logic and a synopsis of the derivation at said quarterly progress
review,
* 4.2.2 Taske8 STS Modification

I To effectively develop, test, and evaluate the CHI
algoritnhis/logic and test and evaluate the AMA and ICKIA designs, the STS must be

mdified to include additional upication functi This task en ssos STS1modification. Zh cotaco mthelC Mhl 9zS inl & a= with Seq. 13,

4.2.2.1 The contractor shall review the CMhI Operational Impact
Analysis 11 scenarios and modify or develop, as necessary, up to- six scenarios for* jtesting the AMA's CHI 11 antenna designs, the ICNIA designs, and the CIII algoriltftis/
logic designs. He shall present the scenarios to the goverment for approval by the
fourth quarterly progress review.

4.2.2.2 The contractor shall review the ICNIA receiver simulations.
SIf any simulation errors are found which may advers2ly impact tne ICNIA simulati!1ns

*results, he shall immediately notify the government's project manager. The contractor
shall design receiver simulations or modify the ICN:As simulations to emulate ttbeI CNIA receiver designs. Where ICNIA design information is insufficient, the contractor
shgll.make reasonable desin asstilons and document those assumptions at the subse-.*
quent quarterly progress review. He shall modify thle simulations, as necessary, to
reflect any desiqn chanqes incorporated by-the ICNIA contractors.

4.2.2.3 The contractor shall modify the STS. He shall insure that
Athe modifienoS can test CMI algortle/logic, antenna, and receiver designs:

a) for antenna/receiver interface effects;

b) against hostile electronic countermeasures designed for
the integrated CrI systes;

•. c) for tactical fighter-type dynamics effects;

d) for dynamic airframe masking effects;

e) at various levels of complexity, as required, for
algorithm/logic development, antenna design analysis,
and receiver design analysis;

f) for self-induced interference effects;

g) for system performance against representative scenarios.

E c
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In addition, the contractor shall structure the STS modification such that
scenario data necessary to exercise the designed integrated navigation algorithms/
logic via the GPS Evaluator POP 11!0. facility at the Avionics Laboratory are output
to a magnetic tape. He shall provide an interface specification in accordance with
sequence 11, 001423, Atch #1. The contractor shall present the modified STS design to
the government at the second POR and delineote how the desin meets the above
objectives. sTam be suitablefo instal.ation on th Wi t-Patteron A

4.2.2.4 The contractor shall review the CNI AMA 11 antenna simula-
tions. If any simulation errors are found which may adversely impact AMA simulationresults, the contractor shall immediately notify the government's project engineers.
From the AMA's simulations, technical interchanges, and quarterly progress reviews,
he shall design antenna simulations or modify the AMA's antenna simulations for STS
use. In either case, the contractor shall insure that the antenna simulations which
form a part of the STS adequately model and simulate the CNI AMA rI designs and ful-
fills STS requirements as outlined in para 4.2.2.3. In addition, he shall update
these simulations as necessary to reflect any design changes incorporated by tht AMA
contractor.

4.2.2.5 The contractor shall design tests to verify the validity of
functional modules, such as inertial, antenna, receiver, etc., as well as tests to
verify the STS as a ahole. *He shall present these tests and their results to thegovernment no later than the quarterly review following test completion.

4.2.3 Task 9 - CNI Trade-Off Studies and Desion Recommendations:

The purpose of this task is to test and evaluate the CHI AMA INantenna designs, the ICNIA designs, and the CNI algorithms and logic designs to provide:
direction for successive design iterations. The contractor shall accomplish final
evaluation of the.designs via the detailed Monte Carlo environment/mission simulations
in Task 10. However, in this task, special excerpts, static tests, etc., should be
used first to screen those problem areas evident in less comprehensive and less
-costly tests.

4.2.3.1 The contractor shall design and perform trade-off studies totest the performance of those integrated navigation algorithms and controlling logic
designed in Task 8, as well as the ICNIA designs and the CNI AMA 1I antenna designs.
He shall present proposed test objectives and methods of accomplishment for the sub-
sequent three months at each of the fourth through ninth quarterly progress reviews. '

In addition, the contractor shallpresent changes to the proposed objectives or
methods and the results of tests run during the previous three months at the fifthI through tenth quarterly progress reviews.

4.2.3.2 The contractor shall analyze the test data to evaluate the
CMI AMA 11 antenna designs, the ICNIA designs, and the CHI
algorithms/ logic; and determine design weaknesses, flaws, or oversights
which decrease maximum system performance. From this, he shall provide test data and
make recommendations for design improvements for the ICNIA receiver and the CNI AMA I
antenna via Task 11. 7 1 itr.tacb shail dcuwnt the data and reccndatimons in

acordan re wtih Ss #16, D Ebrm 1423, Atch #1.

: J36154IC1 94 6 -- 2
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4.2.4 Task 10 - OI Performance Evaluation/Srstem Specification:

4.2.4.1 The contractor shall develop a Set of test plans for perfor-
Ulng final system evaluations of: 1) the .C1 algorithms/logic; 2) the CHI AM A 1 an-
tenna design; 3) the ICRIA designs; and 4) the integrated system.

4.2.4.2 The contractor shall present the set of test plans to the
$overnamnt prior to use. At the presentation, he shall delineate;

a) the STS outputs to be recorded;
b) the methods to be used for evaluating system performance;
c) the criteria to be used for measuring system performance.

4.2.4.3 After presenting the set of test plans to the government. the
Contractor shall perfor the final system evaluations of and determine performance cap-
abilities of:

a) the CHI AMA 11 antenna;
b) the lCNIA designs;
c) the integrated system using owii antennas;
d) the integrated system using the CNI AMA 11 anteina;
e) the CII algorithms/logic;

and he shall develo, specifications for the CNI algorithms/logic in accordance with
Sequence 011, DD 1423, Atch #I.

.4.3 Tasks Comon to Both Phases

4.3.1 Task 11 - Technical Interchange:.

Technical Interchange with' the AMA contractor,, the ICN:A con-
tractors, and the Agile Bandpass Filter contractor will be chaired by the Avionics Lab-
oratory with iarticipation by the contractors involved. Final decision authority rests
vth the govewment. The purpose of this periodic technical interchange is to:

a) exchange technical information to ainimize duplication
of technical effort;

b) maintain design compatibility vith developing equipnent
designs;

c) insure the accuracy of the simulations.

The contractor shall provide the manpower, data, travel support.
and material resources required to support technical interchanges:

a) quarterly with up to two AMA contractors for three quarters
and one AMA contractor for seven additional quarters (unider.-
tified);

b) quarterly during Phase 1 vith two CPS EDM equipment contrac-
tors (Collins and Magnavox);

% e) quarterly during Phase I vith one JTThS EDM equipment con-
tractor (unidentified);

d) as necessary with the two Mark XII IFF Contractors
(Teledyne & Hazeltine)

a) quarterly with two IC4IA contractors (unidentified);
f) twie with one Agile andpass Filter amt-actor (Fcckwll

Intexnational) .
-.... "331 1C154 - IPUNCNAS
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S£015, M Form 1423, Atrl Ii. c ~~J Itrhnewt

i% 43.1. lh conracor sall ntechane w t he AMA contractors to
spport developmnt of:

a) mission scenarios;

b) navigation, CC=rnunication, and identification perfor-* I mance requirements;

j c) threat environment models;Id) antenna simulations;

and to exchance evaluation data and simulation results to 47:rcve the n acri -
designs. For'izrrirg pur'noses, it is estimated that nir 'c-----

one informal tech.r~ctl intercha-.:e Ovia telephoneor ,.-rit:2- ::ZscIeS
tconductsz with Ere Z- contracic:. and three wer.ngs ,;- er,.s ~
Svith a,tr A:ntractcr. For ene, meeting, the conc : s'' *--*--*:*

-~~~ ; ~for LezrniCal~h~~ of ideas. neds, ardresuits. h a t - --

acti - it'. sen rntr 4 ns troc ti.e minu~e,5~c >
*Atct' q. and~cl.;u letters (if iollcw-ups are necars~ry).

I'Tie cc-itrector shall conduict technicil irterC:-.--*G?S anc JTIDC S - raztors q-terly for 'he dura-'o of FL% 'Cs~- z
devl:-:.:ar.c V rnatar of analysis ar~d ui~rwlati,:.s Of ane ~ ad

' qti~-.s. Pi-. I conduct * t:ralirntercr-z . e--n c~
~ JI~ ~z-' e i; c~ratractors with id;-Ational tc~n1:3" c~~ s c.Z

Ias rtc:~red Y -:se -.-crtractor. F.- plan~ning purposes it it estin.atcj fGa_ .. ninei.c znufcur infsrnal techn4:al irterchanges (v'ia te_:hear
coresoc- :ernce) wil! te conducted with each of the G?5 an: ::> -

contractor- shall scnlule these working :r~iua.meetir;s to t !e extent ::sr.te n
Junction with sche3,lec'prooress and design reviews arnd AV.A co"Itr t. . ,

Ichange working group meetirgs.

4.3.1.3 The contractor shall conduct technical interchaces .Jt~ lorito n ofaayi n iuain f h AKXIeu et hMARK XII IFF contractors as required during Phase I to su~oort the Cev_!c:-..t Anc

shall coordinate w~ith the AMA contractors to the extent Possible to schedill :he Ce
technlcal.interchange working group meetings in conjunction with scheduled pro:ress !Ic.design review-, and r%'. technical interchange working group meetings.

4.3.1.4 The contractor shall conduct technical interchar'ce -at
two ICM1A cantr~ctors quarterly to support the develop- ent 3nd ccorlinatixn : ~**-Iand simulations of the two 11:1:A equipnrts. Re shall conduct seven :eci-nic-' , i -Icliarzcs c ach ofth~to e: eojir,:-ert contractors . i t-*Onal**.*:r ..

inesCM:1 i C!Ii2UIi as rert-ir !, by' th ccntractcr. l-*-:;rc:
four in th:~~ tr r ee inf-':'i:r- .
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4.3.1.5 The contractor shall conduct tec' ical interchanco with tne
" Agile Uandpass Filter contractor t.ice (or until all effo. i are completed) to

(a) evaluation of the Agile ean, .ss Filter technology for

impacts to the algorithm/loc : design:

(b) ICNIA simulation efforts.

For planning purposes he shall conduct two technical interc* -ie working group meetings
with the Agile Banopass Filter-contractor at WPAFB with add' -al technical inter-
changes scheduled as required 6y the contractor and approve- the government.

1 .3

4.3.2 Task 12 Prorram Cost M.'anagement
4.3.2.1 The contractor shall imolenent in .ffetive ercera. Cost .,-

-;, s-r,t anl co.,tr.. tz.ucture to ass.ire that each tas: :" Statevar .',or', is
a Sc,icre C. us'ied, on time, and ,.ithin the tud:-.e c ,ds. Ee s:-il deve!...:
imainaer t.......*Crr. rea.kdc... St.-cture .,5 an ' :ioary ir, c.; pliance
the :onzcz:s set ."rh in MIL-STD-221.k.

The contr-ctor shall use the CN,-S as the oiar,,' " - . for co,.trTt" la.-.it.
budftetIn;, an6 ranrti-; :ost and s.Cielule status r. the .-. -nt. He Snall -
nd u.'.:j-e the C.- S during the exccution of the co t-ra:: -,i 1::,r:ance .i.t- Secuenc

F13, 2 '1423, .t:r !1. P.e shall insure that fitn t'.o; t re:-.ir.g re~erencas
anplicable C;fi S ele-ents and be in accordance -,ith the requirements of S.:ijence .712
and #14, O 1423, Atch #1.

4.3.2.2 The contractor shall designate a program manaier who shall Le
responsible for thie techni:al and fin-ncial ,,nz:cm-nt of this contract. The proerz,.
danager sball Main:ain a closelWjison%'with tha gaverr nent's project manager, or
designee, via weekly telephone conversations.

4.3.3 Task 13 Comouter Usace

4.3.3.1 The contractzr shall provide the coriputer facilities,
resources, and processino time required to perform the effort required by this State-.n:
of Work. He shall provide a comp.;ter facility hav no a SE.E ;;CFOt; facility clear'TNc-
for simuiatiorn of (1) the threat environ ents* (2) iortions of the GS and JTIS "C*;
equimnent ccsign,.; (3) portions of the IC:1:A .quip.ent desizn; (4) performance evalua-tions in the tlr*.-at ervirc.ients; and ,3 s thi r pz;.iois zfthis effort determinea tobe classifieJ. in accordance wiLh the Ov .64.
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4.4 General Reouirements:

The contractor shall adhere to the general requirements specified in sub-
paragraphs hereto in conducting the tasks specified in paragraph 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, and
subparagraphs thereto.

.4.4.1 Design-to-Cost:

" In the selection of a technical approach to achieve the GPS/JTIDS/IFF
and CNI algorithms/logic design objectives, equal consideration shall be given to
eventual life-cycle-cost as to the attainment of performance goals and requirements.

I The STS shall be designed for ease of modification and efficient application.

- .'4.4.2 Responsibility'For Tests:

The contractor shall be responsible for performance of the demonstra-
"'tions, tests, and evaluations required by this contract. However, the governmert

reserves the right to inspect, witness,.or separately perform any of the tests !peci-
flied. The contractor shall keep the government informed of the schedule of tes:ing in
order to allow observers to attend any tests.

5.0 REPORTS, DATA, AND OTER DELIVERABLES:

5.1 Reports, D-ita:

- .1The contractor shall prepare and provid-, reports and data in accordanc- with
Atch #, O For 1423.

,-. w5.2 Computer P-ograrns:

The contractor shall prepare and provide computer programs in accordance with
Atch #2, 00 Form 1423.

5.3 Contract Cost Manacement System:

The contractor shall establish, use, and maintain an effective contract cost
management system as- specified in subparagraphs hereto. He shall dc~ve.nt the walk

th.oug/talk thxh in acordance w:Lth Seq #3, #8 S #15, Mo Erm 1423, Atch #1

5.3.1 The contractor shall use a cost management system of the contractor's
design for planning and controlling.cost and for measuring contract performance (value
for completed tasks). He shall provide at contract award a summary description of
the cost management system whichdelineatac how cost and performance information, to be
reported under the C/SSR data item, will be derived.

5.3.2 In conjunction with the kickoff meeting, the contractor shall provide
the Air Force Program Manager, or his designated representative, a talk through/walkthrough of the cost management system and methods used for generating cost and sched-

ule information to be reported under the C/SSR data item. Once a mutual understanding
is gained, the contractor shall (1) notify the procuring authority of changes to cost
management procedures used during the contract, and (2) explain the new methods and
reason for the changes. Authority for approval anduse of the contractor's cost manage-.

I ment system rests with the government.
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5.4 Finanacial Regortino:

*5.4.1 The contractor shall insure that financial reporting is in accordance
with the CDRL and attachments thereto. He shall reference the applicable Contract Work
*Breakdown Structure (CWBS) elements on all financial reports. The contractor is
encouraged to substitute internal reports for the C/SSR, provided data elements and
definitions are comparable to those required in the government report.

5.4.2 The contractor shall,.with the agreement of the Air Force Program 1
Manager or his designated representative. place C/SSR requirement or other appropriate.
cost performance reporting requirements on subcontractors that:

(a) have critical prime contract technical tasks;

(b) have contracts of S2 million or more and are not firm-fixed price.;

Critical tasks shall be defined by mutual agreement between the Air Force ProgrpaM Man-
ager (or his designee) and the prime contractor. The subcontractor's reported cost and
schedule information shall be incorporated in the prime contractor's C/SSR.

5.4.3 A reconciliation by the contractor of C/SSR data elements with like
elements in other financial reporting documents shall be accomplished as an addeldum
to the C/SSR when the documents are submitted for the same reporting period.

5.5 Contract Work Breakdown Structure:

5.5.1 The contractor shall maintain the CWBS and dictionary in compliance
with the concepts set forth in MIL-STO-88i. The negotiated CWBS shall establish. the
basis for further eve~lutionary extension by the contractor to lower levels during the
performance of the contract.

. .5.5.2 The contractor shall use. the CWBS as the primary framework for con-
tract planning, budgeting, and reporting cost and schedule status to the government.

%" •

5.5.3 The contractor shallI maintain and update the CWBS during the execution
of the contract in accordance with Sequence #10, D0 1423, Atch #1.

...4 During the performance of the contract, the contractor shall update
the CWBS as additional program definition is accomplished, and.propose alternatives for
improvement. Authority for approval and use of such alternatives rests with the Air
Force Program Manager or his designee.

5.6 Kickoff Meeting:

The contractor shall participate in a kickoff meeting at the Avionics Labora-
-tory to discuss initial aspects and course of this program. At this meeting, the con-
tractor shall present the overall management structure to be used for this program and
a detailed briefing on the control procedures to be used. Based onthe requirements of
this program, the contractor shall also present (1) a detailed schedule and work break-
down structure (WBS) of the efforts to be completed under this program; and (2) the
cost management and control structure to assure that each task under this program is

'accomplished as specified, on-time, and for the budgeted funds. He shall document

IC -5b F7- ' .' ,0
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this meeting in accordance with Seq #3, # g # i s, 80 Sep 19
"" Form 1423, Atch #1

S./ Reviews:

The contractor shall conduct the following Program Reviews. The contractor
shall allow the GPS Phase IVR, JTIDS Class 11 terminal, MARK XII IFF, AMA, ICNIA,
Agile Bandpass Filter, and oher Independent Analysis contractors to participate in the

" technical portion of each program review as requested and approved by the overnment.
He, shall doozent the review 2l aota n ir. , a, $5, O Fo-rm 11423, At 1.

5.7.1 Program Reviews:

The contractor shall hold quarterly progress reviews at.his facility,
at.the Avionics Laboratory, and at other facilities determined by the government to

- review program progress to date,problem areas, and future course of the program. ForI planning purposes it is estimated six of the quarterly progress reviews will be held
at the AMA contractor's facility, three will be.held at the Avionics Laboratory, and
one at his facility. The quarterly progress reviews shall be held in conjunction with
schedule design reviews to the extent possible.

1 S.7.2 Preliminary Design Review (POR):

I The contractor shall conduct two POPr"s. For planning purposes, the
first PDR shall be held at his facility and the second PDR shall be held at the

. Avionics Laboratory. The reviews shall be conducted in accordance with applicaole
requirements of MIL-STD-1521 (USAF).

S.8 Presentations to Government and Industry:

I.'-"The contractor shall prepare and present tio briefings to Government and
Industry. In the first briefing the contractor shall report the accomplishments,
conclusions, and recommendations of Tasks 1 through 3. In the second briefing he shall
report.the accomplishments, conclusions, and recommerdattons of Tasks 7 through 10.
The goverment shall have the option to review (at tke contractor's facility) each
briefing at least ten days prior to the scheduled briefing date to make chances and/or
approve the briefing. The contractor shall insure that neither briefing is longer thanIsix hours of presentation. The contractor shall provide unclassified presentation
material at the briefings in accordance with Sequence #3, and #8, DD Form 1423,
Atch # I.

_ . *
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SECTION C._ __e,.

9SCIPT IOW/SPtCIFICTONS
""2 -o 15

SPACE PLATFORM IRZ2 CONTROL SELF DEFENSE

1.0 INTRODUCTION: The Air Force as a long term goal for utilizing space to achieve
military objectives. Advances In technology are required In many areas. Zn particular

,.nenw and creative solutions are needed io provide a valid technology development plan
for successfully Implementing a space platform fire control subsystem for self defense.

2.0. SCOPE: The objective of thOl exploratory development effort Is to define require-
mes, Identify technology ahortfallU, and scope a technology development roadmap
addressing fire control aspects for self defense of a space platform.

3.0 D A(CROUND: Considerable efforts are on-going In developing a technology base
for providing a viable space based veapon system. To murry the subsystem technology
with the top level system design, the Avionics Laboratory has undertakan a series of
requirement studies to understand the role of fire control In meeting the system
requirements. Previous work 'as defined fire control functional requirements and
assessed the capability of f.' -a control technology to support the timaline analysis.
This effort focuses on the Impact to system design when the platform Is required to
defend Itself against projected threats. Complete Innovation Is required if the
platform Is expected to survive such a threat and still perform its primary mission.

4.0 TECHNICAL OUIRMENJTS/TASXS:

4.1 General:

4.1.1 The contractor shall define requirements, Identify technology shortfalls, and
scope a technology roadmap addressing fire control aspects for self defense of a space
platform.

4.2 Tasks:

4.2.1 Task 1 - Problem Definitions and Requirements:

4.2.1.1 The contractor shell perform a parametric trade study against current and
projected threats to identify major parameters, figures of merit and the ranges of
each major parameter of a self defense fire control subsystem of an autonomous space-
craft.

4.2.1.2 For the purpose of this effort, the self defense fire control subsystem shall
include all that Is necessary to select defensive measures In response to threats and
to direct those defensive measures against the threats. The emphasis is to define
those functions which must reside on the platform and which maximize survivability and
mission effctivesness. Interfaces with off-platform assets shell be fully delineated.

4.2.2 Task 2 - Technical Assessment:

4.2.2.1 Using the results of Task 1, the contractor shall assess the current state-of-
the-art In meeting requirements as defined by th. major parameter trade study.

vinCHASC Mtot~us? No.
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4.2.2.2 The contractor oohall use sensitivity analyses to Identify critical Issues/
technology shortfalls which must be addressed to Initiate development and to support
development once Initiated. All advances required by technology shall be expressed
In term of quantifiable operational impacts whether Its mission performance. avail-
ability. or. lifea cycle cost.

4.3.2 .Task 3 -Technoology Development Plan:

4.3.2.1 'The contractor shall formoolite a techonology de~elopment plan. This plan
shall Include technical objectives, schedules for development Including milestones and
decision points. and an estimate of the magnitude of effort required, In both funding

* and manpower.
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SECTION C A G11-C 3 or
DISCRIPTION 'SPC IF CATIONS

PCYLX24= IMICS OF OPERATI1A IF I r1AC

1.0 nI rF =CN

1.1 The need to provide the pilot with feedback about his or her own
woperatonal state" is as important to the successful completion of mission.s as
is the need for providing information about the state of the aircraft. The
latter is a plished via the instrument panel and, when critical events
transpire, by a warning signal about a malfunction or an impending malfunction
of equipment.

1.2 The aspect of pilot *state" of concern here relates to 'fatigue,* which
may be short-lived and indexed by wdrea-outs* in psychootor performance and in
decision processes, cc may be more persistent and indexed by the occurence of
drowsiness. With the task demands made on today's pilot, even momentary drop-
outs may be lethal. Unfortunately, one of the characteristics of Ofatigue" is a
diminished ability to perceive, or a reduced willingness to achit, one's
malaise. It is the long-run (five to six years) intent of this effort to deve-
lp a method which will objectively predict and display such impairment so that
the individual pilot may take appropriate counter measures.

1.3 The objectives of this two-year basic research project are (1) the
development of preliminary equations, based on data collected during the
feasibility Study (see paragraph 3.4), which predict flying-related psychmtor
performance decrements, (2) the refinement of the equations, based on data
collected using laboratory dual task methodology; and (3) the planning lor and
establisment of a flying-related performance data acquisition system at the
Crew Performance Branch (VNE), USF School of Aerospace Medicine, Brooks AFB, TX.

2.0 5PE

2.1 Phases. The contractor shall execute the project in two phases: ana-
lysis of existing preliminary data (Phase 1), and system planning (Phase 2).
The pMases will overlap in time.

2.2 Products

*2.2.1 In Phase 1, the contractor shall perform analyses of
Feasibility Study data. (Attachment 1, Sequence numbers 2 and 3).

2.2.2 In Phase 2, the contractor shall suggests further investiga-
tions, including field studies. (Attachment 1, Sequence number 4).

2.2.3 It will be considered within the scope of the contract for the
contractor to supply systems, equip nent, and professional and technical support
as needed by the government that will support the implementation of the
suggested investigations of paragraph 2.2.2.

1733615-82-C-062 UC4S NtuS? Po. _____0_____
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OESCRIPTION/SPUC)FICATIONS

3.0 GENERAL BRACXGROUND
i~i3.1 The increasingly frequent occurrence of brief lapses in attention is a

': manifestation of aircrew fatigue. When an attentional lapse occurs concurrently
with a critical change in the operational flight environment, there is high pro-i babilhty that the appropriate alrcrew response will not occur. Characteristic

and recoghizable electrical patterns normally arise in the human brain and
electro-oculogram (EOG) when such a lapse occurs. The electroencephalogrami! (EEG) and EO have been shown to be appropriate tools, in the laboratory and in

the field, for the investigation of lapse occurrence.

3.2 These observations led to the planning of a long-term research pro-: ject by the Crew Performance Branch (VNE), USAF School of Aerospace Medicine.

The first stage of the project called for the conduct of a feasibility study
that would determine whether or not several unique laboratory capabilities could

, be integrated into a system in which pilot lapses could be studied.

3.3 It has been demonstrated that the state of drowsiness can be success-
fully predicted from complex, but readily implemented, algorithms applied to• brain electrical activity. More recently, even more sophisticated investigative

techniques and pattern recognition algorithms that differentiate between types
of task performance anticipation, using only brain electrical activity data has
been developed. Finally, It has been demonstrated that eye movement and closure

measures are sensitive to time-on-task and pharmacological effects, and deve-
loped equipment and software to be used to predict performance decrements in*. vigilance task performance.

3.4 During a Feasibility Study, carried out with three participating
laboratories under government contract, flying-related perceptual-motor perfor-
mance data, brain electrical activity data, and eye movement and closure data

were collected simultaneously. hree test pilots from the USAF Flight Test
Center, Edwards AFB, CA, and one former USAF pilot served as subjects.

3.5 The next technical stage of the project, and one of the objectives of

this contract, is to continue the analyses of data from the Feasibility Study
adding an integration of the three data analysis procedures using patternrecognition and correlation approaches. The second objective of this contract

Is to suggest equipment for exploratory development work that will occur at the
Crew Performance Branch subsequent to the end of this effort.

Y33615-8Z-C-0629 mucs coucsT
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4.0 lMNT-CAL RI=P 41RD /TASKS. The project will be accomplished in to
chases.

4.1 Phase 1, Data Aralysis. The Air Force shall provide flying-related
perceptual-wotor performance/data. The contractor shall select several sets of
tracking data for reduction using the STI \n-invasive Pilot Identification
Program. The contractor shall validate the .MPIP results against the DFA
results for data with and without foicing function, and decr'strate the ability
of the NIPI to masure the routine flight phases. (Attachment 1, Sequence n.um-
bers 2 and 3).

4.2 Phase 2, System Planning. The contractor shall take part in the design
and characterizaticn, in term of performance data, of an improved task to be
used for the investigation of the relationships between central nervous system
electrical activity and human performance. The new task shall allow the
simultaneous assessments of attention, memory, and motor skills in a presen-
taticn format that is related to the task of piloting USAF aircraft.
(Attachment 1, Sequence number 4).

4.3 Also during Phase 2, the concractor shall provide to the goverrnent
suggestions for further, exploratory developrent investigations, including the
extrapolation of animal tracking performance to humans and the implications of
that extrapolation for hunan tracking performance nrdeling. These investiga-
ticns will be conducted by the Crew Performance Branch (V), USAF Schol of
Aercspace Medicine, Brooks AFB, TX. (Attachment 1, Sequence number 4).

4.4 Te contractor shall travel to and/or participate in four project
workshops, converned by the government.

F33615 32--C-0629 PURCI A,.sE Q s1 . Or _
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MIL-STD-881A

APPENDIX A

SUMMARY WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE AND DEFINITIONS
AIRCRAFT SYSTEM

to. SCOPE

10.1 This appendix covers the summary work breakdown structure and
definitions for an aircraft system.

20. REFERENCED DOCUNRTS

20.1 The following documents of the issue in effect on date of invitation
for bids or requests for proposal form a part of this standard to the
extent specified herein.

PUBLICATION

TD-3 Department of Defense Authorized Data List, Index of Data
Item Description s

(Application for copies should be addressed to Naval Publications & Printitt;
Service, Eastern Division, 700 Robbins Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa 19111).

30. SUMMARY WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE

30.1 Levels. The following is a summary work breakdown structure for

an aircraft system:

Level I Level 2 (see 5.2.1.1) Level 3 (see 5.2.1.1)

Aircraft system
Air vehicle

Airframe
Propulsion unit
Other propulsion

Communications
Navigation/guidance
Fire control
Penetration aids
Reconnaissance equipment
Automatic flight control

17
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Level 1 Level 2(see 5.2.1.!) Level 3 (see 5.2.1.1)

Central integrated checkout
Antisubmarine warfare
Auxiliary electronics equipment
Armament
Weapons delivery equipment
Auxiliary armament/weapons

delivery equipment

Training

Equipment
Services
Facilities

Peculiar support
equipment

Otganizational/incermediate
(Including equipment common
to depot)

Depot (Only)

Systems test and

evaluation

Development test and evaluation
Operational test and evaluation
Hockups

Test and evaluation support
Test facilities

System/project

management

System engineering
Project management

Data

Tec mical publications
Engineering data
Hanagement data
Support data
Data depository

is
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Level I Level 2(see 5.2.1.1) Level 3 (see 5.2.1.1)

Operational/site
activation

Contractor technical support

Site construction
Site/ship/vehicle conversion

Comon support equipment

Organizational/intermediate
(including equipment common
to depot)

Depot (Only)

Industrial facilities

Construc tion/conversion/expansion
Equipment acquisition or aodernization
Maintenance

Initial spares and initial

.1. repair parts
(Specify by allowance list, grouping,

or hardware element)

40. DEFINITIONS

40.1 Aircraft category. Aircraft category Is defined as those systems
having fixed or movable wing, rotary wing, or compounded wing, manned
air vehicles designed for powered or unpowered (glider) guided flight in
the acuosphere.

40.2 Aircraft system. The aircraft system element refers to the complex of
eaulpmenr, data, services, and facilities required to develop and produce
the capability of employing those fixed or movable wing, rotary wing, or
compound wing, manned air vehicles designed for powered or unpovered
(glider)guided flight in the atmosphere. (Represented by A-7, (-5,
--1, UH-ID, AAFSS. XC-142, etc.)
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60.2.1 Air vehicle. The air vehicle element refers to the complete flyaway,
including airframe, engines, and all other installed equipment. This
element includes all effort assoceated vidithe design, development, andproduction of complete units (prototype and operationally configured units
which satisfy the requirements of their applicable specification(s),

regardless of their end use). It also includes the installation and checkout
of all remaining level 3 elements into the airframe to form the complete
air vehicle.

40.2.1.1 AIrframe. The airframe element refers to the assembled structural and
aerodynamic components of the air vehicle that support subsystems essential
to a particular mission. This element includes all effort outlined in
5.5.1.3 as well as the integration and assembly of all other level 3
equipments into the airframe to provide an air vehicle as a whole. It
includes; for example, the basic structure (wing, empennage, fuselage,
and associated manual flight control system), the air induction system,
starters, exhausts, the fuel control system, inlet control system, alighting
Sear (tires, tubes, wheels, brakes, hydraulics. etc.), secondary power,
furnishings (cargo, passenger, troop, etc), engine controls, instruments
(flight, nayigation, engine, etc.), environmental control, racks, mounts,
intersystem cables and distribution boxes, etc., which are inherent to

Soand nonseparable from the assembled structure, dynamic stystems, rotor
group, and other equipment homogeneous to the airframe. All efforts directly
related to the other level 3 elements are excluded.

40.2.1.2 Propulsion unit. The propulsion unit element refers to that
ptrt.n of the air vehicle that pertains to installed engines to provide
power/thrust to propel the aircraft through all phases of powered flight.
This element includes the engine as a propulsion unit within itself, of
reciprocating or turbo type with afterburner when appropriate; thrust
reverser, thrust vector devices, transmissions, Sear boxes, if furnished
as in integral part of the propultion unit; suitable for integration with
the airframe. All ancilliary equipments that are not an integral part of the
engine required to provide an operational primary power source (i.e.. air
inlets, instruments, controls, etc.) are excluded.

40-2.1.3 Other Propulsion. The other propulsion element refers to that
portion of the operational power/thrust source required in addition to the
engine to insure the performance requirements of powered flight. This element
includes; for example, propellers, booster units, thrust reversers, thrust
vector devices, transmissions,and gear boxes, if not furnished as an integral
part of the engine. This element excludes instruments, controls, air inlets,
exhausts, starters, and other ancilliary items required for operational
performance that are Included in the airframe.
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40.2.1.4 Communications. The comunications element refers to those
equipments installed in the air vehicle for communication and identification
purposes. This element includes; for example. intercom, radio systm(s),
IFF, data link, and control boxes associated with the specific equipment.
When an integrated communication, navigation, and identification package
is used, it will be included here.

40.2.1.5 Wavization/euidonce. The navigation/guidance element refers
to those equipments installed in the air vehicle to perform the navigation/
guidance function. This element Includes; for example, radar, radio or other
essential navigation equipment, radar altimeter, direction finding set,
doppler compass, computer. and other equipment bomogeneous to the navigation/
guidance function. Panel instruments are excluded.

40.2.1.6 Fire control. The fire control element refers to that equipment
insLalled in the air vehicle which provides the intelligence necessary
for weapons delivery such as bombing, launching, and firing. This element
includes; for example, radars and other sensors necessary for search
rendezvous and/or tracking; self-contained navigation and air data system;
displays, scopes, or sights; bombing computer and control and safety
devices.

40.2.1.7 Penetration aids. The penetration aids element refers to those
equipments installed in the air vehicle which assist in penetration for
mission accomplishment. This element includes; for example, ferret and
search receivers, warning devices and other electronic devices, electronic
countermeasures, Jamming transmitters, chaff, infrared isomers, terrain-
following radar, and other devices homogeneous to this mission function.

40.2.1.8 Reconnaissance equilment. The reconnaissance equipment element
refers to those equipments installed in the air vehicle necessary to the
reconnaissance mission. This element includes; for example, photographic
and electronics. infrared, and other sensors; search receivers, recorders,
warning devices, magazines, and data link. Gun cameras are excluded.

40.2.1.9 Automatic flitht control. The automatic flight control element
refers to equipments installed in the air vehicle to provide the unpiloted

automatic modes of flight path control. This element includes; for
example, the automatic pilot, flight control mechanisms and connectors,
mechanical and electrical parts for the signal transmission and
application of power, reference sensors, stability augmentation equipment,
and air data computer, Control linkages, control surfaces, or other structural
parts of the airframe are excluded.
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40.2.1.10 Central intesrated checkout. The central Integrated checkout
element refers to that equipment installed in the air vehicle for

malfunction detection and reporting. This element includes; for example,
transducers, computer and dry capes, recorders, displays, and stimuli.

40.2.1.11 Antisubmarine warfare. The antisubmarine warfare ement refers
to that equipment installed in the air vehicle peculiar to the ASV mission.
This element includes, for example, sensors, computer, displays, etc.

40.2.1.12 Auxiliary electronics equliment. The axuiliary electronics
equipment element refers to auxiliary or other electro*ics equipment not
allocable to individual electronic element equipments. This element
includes eeculiar equipments which are not homogeneous to the prescribed

electronic elements. It includes; for example, such multi-use equipments
as antennae, control boxes, power supplies, environmental control, racks,
mountings, etc.

40.2.1.13 Armament. The armament element refers to that equipment
installed in the air vehicle to provide the fire-power functions. This

" element includes; for example, guns, mounts, turrets, weapon direction
equipment, simunition feed and ejection mechanisms, and Sun cameras.

40.2.1.14 Weapons delivery equipment. The weapons delivery equipment
element refers to that equipment installed in the air vehicle to.orovide

*the weapons delivery capability. This element includes; for example,
la,-ncher, gods, bomb racks, pylons, integral release mechanism, and other
mechanical or electromechanical equipments specifically oriented to the

weapons delivery function. This elemant excludes the bombing/navigation
system which is included in fire control (40.2.1.6).

40.2.1.15 Auxiliary jtrmament/weapons delivery equipment. The auxiliary

armament/weapons delivery equipment element refers to that equipment
required to provide the ancilliary functions to the applicable mission
equipments. This element includes flares and ejection mechanisms, ejector

cartridges, and other items homogeneous to the mission function that
are not identifiable to the armament or weapons delivery elements set

forth In 40.2.1.13 and 40.2.1.14.

40.2.2 Training. The training element refers to the training services,
devices, accessories, aids, equipment, and parts used to facilitate

instruction through which personnel will acquire sufficient concepts, skills.
end aptitudes to operate and maintain the system with maximum efficiency.

This element includes all effort associated with the design, development,
end production of training equipment as well as the execution of
training services.

22
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40.2.2.1 i.uirmeft. ihc uquipm'rt clemenL rcf~rs Lo thost dtstinictivu
asui Items of training equipment, assigned by either a contrirtnr or
military service, required to meet specific training objectives. This
element inrludes; for example, operational trainers (i.e., simulators),
maintenance trainers (i.e., NT), and other items such as cutaways,
mockupb, and models.

40.2.2.2 SIevr_ . The services element refers to services. dovices,
accessories, and aids necessary to accomplish the objectives - "caining.
This element includes; for example, training plans, training aids, training
course materials, contractor-conducted training including in-plant
and service training, etc.

40.2.2.3 Facilties. The facilities element refers to that special
construction necessary to accomplish the objectives of training. (Primarily,
the brick-and-mortar-type facility constructed solely for the training
mission.) The equipment used for the purpose of acquainting the trainee
with the system or establishing trainee proficiency is excluded.

40.2.3 Peculiar supoort eaulment. The peculiar support equipment element
refers to those items required to support and maintain the system or portions
of the system while not directly engaged in the performance of its mission,
and Uhich have application peculiar to a given defense materiel item.
This element includes; for example, vehicles, equipment, tools, etc., used

to refuel, service, transport, hoist, repair, overhaul, assemble, disassemble,
test, inspect, or otherwise maintain the mission equipment. It also includes
all effort associated with the design, development, and production of
peculiar support equipment.

40.2.3.1 Ormaniz tioal/intermediate. The organizational/intermediate
element refers to the peculiar support equipment required to perform
organizational and intermediate (field) maintenance. This equipment may
also be required to perform depot maintenance, however, it is characterize
by its requirement at the organizational and intermediate level of

. maintenance. Further breakdown may be by air vehicle subsystem (i.e.,
airframe, propulsion, etc.) or maintenance function (i.e., electrical
maintenance and test equipment, hydraulic maintenance and test equipment.
power supply equipment, handling and transportation equipment, etc.).

40.2.3.2 Depot. The depot element refers to the peculiar support equipment
required to support only depot maintenance.

40.2.4 Sstems test and evaluation. The systems test and evaluation element
refers to the use of prototype, production, or specially fabricated hardware

to obtain or validate engineering data on the performance of the aircraft
system. This element includes the detailed planning, conduct, support,
data reduction and reports from such testing, and all hardware items which
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are consumed or planned to be consumed in the conduct of such testing.
It also includes all effort associated with the design and production
of models, specimens, fixtures, and instrumentation in support of the
test program. Test articles which are complete units (i.e., functionally
configured as required by the aircraft equipment) are excluded. Development
component acceptance, etc., testing which can be specifically associated with
the hardware element, unless these tests are of special contractual or
engineering significance (e.g., associate contractor), are also excluded.

40.2.4.1 Development test and evaluation. The development test and
evaluation (DT&E) element refers to that test and evaluation conducted
to: (a) demonstrate that the engineering design and development process
is complete; (b) demonstrate-that the design risks have been minimized;
Wc) demonstrate that the system will meet specifications; (d) estimate
the system's military utility when introduced; (e) determine whether
the engineering design is supportable (practical, maintainable, safe, etc.),
for opera.ional use, and (f) provide test data with which to examine and
evalucte tradeoffs against specification requirements, life cycle cost,
and schedule. DTE is planned, conducted and monitored by the developing
agency of the DOD component. It includes; for example, such models and
tests as wind tunnel, static, drop, and fatigue; integration ground tests,
engine military qualification tests (MQT), preliminary flight rating
tests (PFRT). test bed aircraft and associated support; development flight
test, test instrumentation, test equipment (including its support equipment),
chase aircraft and support thereto, etc.

40.2.4.2 Oerational test and evaluation. The operational test and
evaluation element refers to that test and evaluation conducted by
agencies other than the developing command to assess the prospective

systems's military utility, operational effectiveness, operational suitability,
logistics supportability (including compatibility, interoperability,
reliability, maintainability, logistic requirements, etc.), cost of ownership,
and need for any modifications. Initial operational test and evaluation
(IOT&E) coruted during the development of a weapon system will be included
in thls element. This elmnt encompasses such tests as flight tests, sea
trials, etc., 42nd support thereto, required to prove the operational
a pability of the deliverable system. It also includes contractor support

(e.g., teclaical assistance, maintenance, labor, material, etc.) consumed
during this phase of testing.

40.2.-4.3 Mockups. The mockups element refers to the design engineering and
production of system or subsystem mockups which have special contractual
or engineering significance, or which are not required solely for the
conduct of one of the above elements of testing.
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40.2.4.4 Test end evaluation support. The Cest end evaluation support
element refers to all support elements necessary to operate and maintain
eyetes and subsystems during flight cest and evaluation which are not
consumed during rhe flight-testing phase and other support requirements that
are not allocable to a specific phase of testing. This element includes;
for example, reparable spares, repair of reparables, repair parts.
contractor technical support, etc., not allocable to preceding test and
evaluation elements. Operational and maintenance personnel. consumables,
special fixtures. special instrumentation, etc., which are utilized and/
or consumed in a single element of testing and which should, therefore,
be included under that element of testing are excluded.

40.2.4.5 Test facilities. The test facilities element refers to those
special test facilities required for performance of the various
developmental tests necessary to prove the design and reliability of the
system or subsystem. This element includes; for example, engine test
fixtures, white rooms, test chambers, etc. The brick-and-nortar-type
facilities allocable to industrial facilities are excluded.

40.2.5 System/proiect management. The system/project management element
refers to the systems engineering and technical control as well as the
business management of particular systems/projects. This element
encompasses the planning, directing, and controlling the definition,
development, and production of a system/project including the functions
of logistics and logistics support, maintenance support, facilities,
personnel and training, testing, and activation of a system. System/
project management effort than can be associated specifically with the
hardwore element is excluded, unless this management ettort is ot special
contrsctuel or engineering significance (e.g., associate contractor).

40.2.5.1 System ensineering. The system engineering element refers to
the technical and management efforts of directing and controlling a
totally integrated engineering effort of a system program. This element
encompasses the system engineering effort to define the system and
the integrated planning and control of the technical program efforts of
design engineering, logistics engineering, specialty engineering,
production engineerin& and integrated test planning. This element Includes
but is not limited to: the system engineering effort to transform an
operational need or statement of deficiency into a description of system
requirements and a preferred system configuration; the logistics engineering
effort to define, optimize and integrate the logistics support considerations
into the mainstream engineering effort to insure the development and
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production of a supportable and cost effective weapon system; and the
technical planningmd control effort for planning, monitoring,
measuring, evaluating, directing and replanning the management of
the technical program. It excludes the actual design engineering,
and production engineering directly related to the products or services
of a deliverable end item. Examples of system engineering efforts include:

a. System definition, overall system design, design integrity analysis,
system optimization, system/cost effectiveness analysis, and intrasystem
and Intersystem compatibility assurance, etc., the integration and
balancing of reliability, maintainability, producibility, safety, and
survivability; human factors, personnel and training program requirements,
security requirements, configuration identification and control, quality
assurance program.value engineering, preparation of equipment and component
performance specifications, design of test and demonstration plans;

b. Support synthesis, design impact projections, life cycle cost factors,
time factors, tradeoff analysis, logistics design appraisal, use studies,
support function requirements identification,repair level determination,
task analysis, standardization review, logistics requirements Identification,
logistics support verification, and the preparation and updating of the
logistics support plan, the maintenance plan, facilities planning (operational
and maintenance), the transportation and handling plan, etc.. and;

c. Preparation of the Systems Engineering Hangement Plan (SEMP),
specification tree, program risk analysis, system test planning, decision
control process, technical performance measurement, technical reviews,
subcontractor/vendor reviews, work authorization, technical documentation
control, etc.

40.2.5.2 Project management. The project management element refers to
the busineb- and administrative planning, organizing, directing,
coordinating, controlling, and approval actions designated to accomplish
overall project objectives which are not associated with specific hardware
elements and are not included in system engineering. Examples of these
activities are logistics management, cost/schedule/performance
measurement, contract management, data management, vendor liaison, contract
WS. etc.
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40.2.6 Data. The data element refers to all deliversble data required to
be listed on a 0D Form 1423. The data requirements vil be selected from
TD-3. This element includes only such effort that can be reduced or vii
not be incurred if the data item is eliminated. If the data are government
peculiar, include the efforts for acquiring, writing, assembling,
reproduction, packaging and shipping. It also Includes the effort for
repreparinh into government format with reproduction and shipsont if data
are identical to that used by the contractor, but in a different format.

40.2.6.1 Technical publications. The technical publications element refers
to those formal technical orders/manuals developed, as vell as comercial.
advance, real property Installed equipment, and miscellaneous manuals for
the installatlon, operation, maintenance, overhaul, training and reference
of hardvare, hardware systems and computer programs; and contractor
instructional materials, inspection documentation, and historical type
records that may accompany individual items of equipment. Thi, element includes
the data item descriptions set forth in functional category M of TD-3.

40.2.6.2 Engineering data. The engineering data element refers to those
engineering dravings, associated lists, specifications, and other documentation
required by the goverment in accordance with functional categories E, H,
R, S, and T of TD-3. This element includes: for example, all plans.
procedures, reports, and documentation pertaining to systems, subsystems,
computer progsrams, coqnonmt engineering, testing, human factors, analysis,
etc.

40.2.6.3 Management data. The management data element refers to those
data items necessary for configuration management, cost, schedule, contractual
data management, programs management. etc., required by the government In
accordance with functional categories A, F, and P of ID-3. This element
includes; for example, contractor cost reports, cost performance reports,
contractor fund status reports, and schedule, milestone, networks, Integrated

support plans, etc.

40.2.6.4 Support data. The support data element refers to those data
items designed to document the logistics support planning and provisioning
process in accordance with functional categories L and V of TD-3. This

element Includes; for example, supply and general maintenance plans and
reports, transportation, handling, packaging Information, etc.; and data
to support the provisioning process.
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40.2.6.5 -Dat depository. The data depository element refers to a
facility designated to act as custodian in establishing and maintaining a
master engineering specification and drawing depository service for
gavernment-approved documents that are the property of the U.S. Government.
As custodian for the government. the contractor is authorized by approved
change orders to maintain these master documents at the Latest approved
revision level. When documentation is called for on a given item of data
retained in the depository, the charges (if charged direct) will be to
the appropriate data element. This element represents a distinct entity
of its own and includes all effort of drafting, clerical, fi,41ng, etc.,
required to provide the service outlined above. All similar efforts for the
contractor's internal specification/drawing control system In support of his
engineering/production activities are excluded.

40.2.7 Operacional/site activation. The operational/site activation element
refers to to the real estate, constructionconversion, utilities, and
equipment to provide all facilities required to house, service, and launch
prime mission equipment at the organizational and intermediate level. This
element includes conversion of site, ship, or vehicle; system assembly,
checkout, and installation into site facility or ship to achieve operational
status. It also includes contractor support in relation to operational/
site activation.*

40.2.7.1 Contractor technical support. The contractor technical support
element Kefers to al materials and services provided by the contractor
related to activation. This element includes; for example, repair of
reparables, standby services, final turnover, etc.

40.2.7.2 Site construction. The site construction element refers to the
real estate, site preparation. construction, and other special-purpose
facilittss'necessary to achieve system operational sLatu5. This element
includes the construction of utilities, roads, and interconnecting cabling.

40.2.7.3 Site/ship/vehicle conversion. The site/ship/vehicle conversion
element refers to all materialb and services required to provide for the
conversion of existing sites or ships to accommodate the mission equipment
and selected support equipment directly related to the specific system.
This element includes launch, operating, support, and other conversion
necessary to achieve system operational status. Where appropriate,
specify by site or ship.
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40.2.8 Common support equipment. The common support equipment element
refers to those items required to support and maintain the system or
portions of the system while not directly entied in the performance of its
mission, and which are presently in the DOD inventory for support of other

.* systems. This element Includes all efforts required to assure the
availability of this equipment for support of the particular defense materiel
item. It also includes the acquisition of additional quantities of those
equipments if caused by the introduction of the defense materiel item
into operational service.

40.2.8.1 Ortanizational/intermediste. The organizational/intermediate
element refers to the comon support equipment required to perform organizational
and intermediate (field) maintenance. This equipment may also be required
to perform depot maintenance, however, it is characterized by its requirement
at the organizational and intermediate level of maintenance. Further breakdown
may be by air vehicle subsystem (i.e., airframe, propulsion, etc.), or
maintenance function (i.e., electrical maintenance and test equipment,
hydraulic maintenance and test equipment, power supply equipment, handling
and transportation equipment, etc.).

4.2.8.2 Depot. The depot element refers to the common support equipment
required to support cnly depot maintenance.

40.2.9 Industrial facilities. The Industrial facilities element refers
S. to the construction, conversion, or expansion of facilities for production,

inventory, an4 contractor depot maintenance required by one or more suppliers
for the specific system. This element includes; for example, equipment
acquisition, or modernization, where applicable, and maintenance of the
above facilities or equipment.

40.2.9.1 Constructionlconversion/expansion. The construction/conversio/
expansion element refers to the real estate and preparation of system
peculiar facilities for production, inventory, depot maintenance, and
other tlated activities.

10.2.9.2 Equipment acquisition or modernization. The equipment acquisition
or modernization -element refers to production equipment acquisition,
modernization, or transferal of equipment for the particular system.
(Pertains primarily to government owned and leased equipment under
facilities contract.)
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40.2.9.3 Maintenance (industrial facilities). The maintenance
(industrial facilities) element refers to the maintenance, preservation,
and repair of industrial facilities and equipment.

40.1A0 Initial spares and initial repair Earts. The initial spares
and initial repair parts element refers to the spare components or
assemblies used for replacement purposes in end items of equipment.
This element excludes development test spares, and spares provided

* specifically for use during system installation, assembly, and
checkout on site.
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